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HUGE PROFITS IN

U.S.

INDUSTRIES

Startling Facts Revealed
Treasury Department.
WORST

IS

IN

by

FOODSTUFFS

Profiteering by Producer of Common
Necessities, Bad Enough In 1916,
Was Enormously Increased In 1917
In Most Instances.
Washington, Aug. IT. Amazing prof-It- s
In almost every branch of Ameri-

can Industry were brought to light
when the treasury department comreport on profpleted Its
iteering.
The report covers 31,500 corporations, the names of which are withheld. It was prepared In response to
the Koran resolution, adopted by the
senate after President Wilson, In his
revenue address to congress on May
27, declared that there was "abundant
fuel for the light" In the treasury department with regard to profiteering.
The treasury department takes the
position that It would he a violation
of existing law to make public the
names of corporations and their earnings. The senate resolution Is not sufficient to suspend the law; It would
require a Joint resolution, the treasury
department holds.
The most extraordinary profiteering
revealed by the report was In foodstuffs. Producers of nearly nil the
common necessities of life were shown
to have made enormously Increased
profits In 1017 over 1910, although their
earnings In 1010 were In numerous
cases far above the 100 per cent mark.
Meat packers' profits were shown to
One
have Increased substantially.
large packer made $19,000,000 more In
1017 than In 1910.
In the Iron and steel Industry sensational profits were disclosed. In coal
and oil profits mounted to unparalleled
figures. Public utilities of virtually
every character also came in for a liberal share of the Increused prosperity.
Large Profits of Dairies.
Among the dairy concerns large Increases of profits were shown. One
company with $000,000 capital made
$166,000 In 1017, against $25,000 the
The small dairymen
year before.
mnde the largest percentages of Increased profits. One little concern
with a capital of $2,400 made $11,059,
as compared with $4,000 for 1916.
Fruit and vegetable growing Industry's profits Increased considerably
over those for 1910, although they
were fairly large for that year. One
concern's profits were 240 per cent
more for 1917 than for 1910. Concerns
with small capital showed the largest
Increases.
Wheat, corn and barley growing was
not so profitable, according to the returns. One concern with $423,0(10 capd

ital lost

money.

Stock breeding showed substantially
Increased profit In nearly all the concerns listed. The Industry also showed
large profits for the previous yenr.
One concern's profits were 2fi5 per
cent more In 1917 than In 1910.
A lnrge number of Industries listed
as "miscellaneous agricultural Industries" showed some strikingly large
profits, beginning in 1910 and Increasing rapidly In 1917.
Food Men Gain Riches.
Of 210 concerns listed under the caption "Bread and other baking products," profiteering of an amazing character was shown. For example, one
company capitalized at $40,000 Increased Its profits from $50,000 In 1916
to $107,000 in 1017.
Few of them
showed Increases of less than 20 per
cent on their capital stock.
In the canning Industry one company which earned 877 per cent In
1916 earned 1,047 per cent In 1017.
Another, capitalized at $93,000, made
$247,000 In 1017, against $00,000 In
1916. A $50,000 concern which made
$25,000 In 1916 made $142,000 In 1017.
The manufacture of syrups, molasses and glucose netted much Incrensed
One company with $:150,000
profit.
capltnl earned $303,000 In 1017 against
$176,000 In 1010. Ice cream was an
especially big money maker.
Of more than 500 flour, feed and
grist mills listed only a few failed to
show largely Increased profits. One
$2,500,000 concern mnde $752,000 In
1016 and $1,200,000 In 1017.
There was a general upward rise In
most packing companies' profits. The
largest concern listed had a capital of
$100,000,000, upon which It earned
In 1017, against $30,000,000 In
1916.

Startling Profits In Leather.

Leather manufacturers, including the
dealers In hides, and milkers of boots
and shoes and trunks and valises,
made profits In 1016 and 1017 that are
startling. One shoe manufacturing

concern, with $1,000,000 capital, made
813 per cent In 1916, but no excess In
1917.

Scores of boot and shoe manufacwas
from $100,000 to $1,000,000, made all
the way from 20 to more than 1,000

turing concerns, whose capital
per cent

In 1916.

The profits of the brewers ranged
from 29 to 179 per cent In 1916, and
their excess profits In 1917 were from
5 to 60 per cent, most of the large
breweries making an average profit of
42 to 00 per cent in 1916, and an excess profit of 10 per cent In 1917.
The distillers of whiskies and spirits made profits In 1916 that ranged
to 823 per cent, while their ex
from

t

--

--

Profits of the mldcontlnen bituminous operators were smnller, averaging 50 per cent.
The big oil producing companies of
Illinois, Indiana, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
West Virginia made from 28 to 390
per cent In 1010 and enormous excess
profits in 1917. The Texas, Oklahoma
nnd Kansas oil companies showed
similar profits for both years.
All of the garment manufacturers
made gigantic profits in 1016, those for
the Inrger compnnles ranging from 25
to 75 per cent that yenr. They showed
excess profits In 1917 of from S to 55
per cent.
Small dealers In flour and grain,
with capital stock of from $1,000 to
$8,000, made excess profits that ranged
as high as 519 per cent.
The report also shows that the small
dealers in furniture and other household goods made enormous profits last
year, with excess profits as high as 350
per cent.
Retail dealers in tobacco mnde enormous profits oft the smokers of the
country, the highest being 3,170 per
cent, and the average approximately
80 per cent In 1910. These profits
were doubled during 1917.
Auto Builders Wax Fat.
Most of the ttutoinobile companies
hit high marks in earnings in 1910, but
they went still nigher in 1917. The
largest listed, however, did not show
any extruordinury increase in profits
over those of 1910. One company with
$31,000,000 cupitul In 1916 eurued
then boosted Its cupital stock
to $96,000,000 and then eurned
A $19,000,000 concern which
eurned $4,008,000 In 1910 made $5,258,-00in 1917. A $10,000,000 company
made $4,713,000 in 1917, against
0

In 1910.

tin plate mill with $49,000,000 capital mude $54,000,000 net profit in 1917,
inugainst $19,000,000 in 1016, or an
crease of 72 per cent on Its cupitul
stock.
Transportation, public utilities, and
light and power compunles, with very
few exceptions, fared exceedingly well
during 1010 and 1917. Their profits
in 1016 generally ranged from 6 to 80
per cent on their capital stock, while
they nearly all made excess profits in
1917 of from 3 to 35 per cent. Profits
of the large public utilities companies
in 1916 and 1917 ranged from 11 to 25
per cent.
Stenm and electric railroads In 1010
made from 17 to 207 per cent profits,
while In 1917 they made profits In
excess of 1910 that ranged between 15
and 20 per cent, according to the report.
Marine, fire, nnd life insurance concerns enjoyed unusually large Increases In profits. One company
earned 493 per cent more on Its capital stock In 1917 than in 1916. Another capitalized at $700,000 Increased
its Income from $324,000 In 1916 to
$3,778,000 in 1917.
How Dry Goods Men Fared.
A list of 2,092 clothing and dry
goods merchants, Including department
stores, showed profits for 1917 In excess of those over 1916, as high as
191.43 per cent on the capital stock.
The concerns making the enormous
profits, however, were the smaller
A

rents.
thought
The obdurate seventy-fiftthe authorities had bo power at hand
except moral suasion. The city fuel
adjBialstratsc, however, stepped in and

TUCK FRENCH

MARRIAGE WILL

DR. BRECKENRIDGE

BAYNE

FOCII TAKES ROYE

AND3,00OBOCHES

DRAFT BOYS 18 TO 19 YEARS OF
AGE WILL BE LAST TO BE
CALLED TO SERVICE.

FRENCH GAIN TWO MILES AND
ENTER HAMEL AND CAPTURE

BOMB OSTEND

TO WIN WAR IN A YEAR

PETAIN VICTOR ON OISE

FOE'S FATE NEAR SOI8SON8 IS
8EALED IN NEW OFFENSIVE

DEFERRED CLA8SES MAY NOT BE
CALLED FOR SERVICE
OVER8EAS.

BRITISH BEAT OFF VICIOUS
TERS NEAR MERRIS AND
FLICT HEAVY LOSS.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

GAIN

2-MI- LE

U.S. MEN

BY GEN,

MANGIN.

Vtitern Newspaper Union News Service.
London, Aug. 21. The American
navy's ulr campaign against German
submarine bases in Flanders began
Aug. 15 with the bombing of Ostend.
While details are lacking, it is said
the operations were successful.
Northwest of Soissons from the
Aisne to the Oise, north of the Olse
to the region around Roye; in the Arras sector and northward on the famous Lys salient the Germans everywhere have been compelled to, fall
back under the pressure of the French
and British troops. In a new offensive
launched by the French general, Man-giover a front of approximately fifteen and a half miles, from Bailly on
the Olse to the Aisne hear Soissons,
the French in bitter fighting have carried forward their line to an averago
depth of two and a half miles, and
In the first phases of the battle had
turned to French possession numerous
enemy-helvillages and farms. In addition, more than 8,000 Germans had
been herded behind the line, prisoners.
Mangin's men are reported still hard
after the enemy, and unofficial accounts place the French on various
sectors well in advance of the positions outlined in the French official
communication.
Along the Scarpe, east of Arras,
Field Marshal Haig's forces have kept
up their harassing tactics against the
enemy, who has been compelled to
fall back eastward along the Scarpe
river. The Germans resisted vigorously, but all to no purpose, and the British advanced their lines to the east
of the village of Fampoux. Although
Haig claims only a slight forward
movement here, particular significance
attaches to it by reason of the fact
that the Germans have been driven
back until tbey are virtually upon their
old battle line as it stood In December,
1917.

Northward, the Lys salient again
has been narrowed dowi by the operations of the British, who, north of Mer- vllle, have taken the villages of
and la Couronne and also
reached the hamlet of L'Epinette. This
gain represents a forward movement
of about a mile and a half and places
the British astride the road running
southeastward to Estaires. The new
victories of the allies a,re highly Important. The advance of the French
northwest of Soissons, taken In conjunction with the successful maneuvers on the Lassigny sector, and
south of Roye, where Beuvraignes has
been captured, seemingly means that
the enemy forces from the Somme to
the Olse soon must give up their positions and retreat eastward. It is not
improbable Noyon is well outflanked
on the south and southeast.
There has been little fighting along
the Vesle, where the Americans and
French are intrenched.
Vler-hoe-
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Vote Close In Wyoming.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 21. Early returns from the primary election held
Tuesday indicated that the race for
the Democratic nomination for governor between Frank I Houx, incumbent, and William B. Ross, would be
close. Houx appear to have a slight
lead. The race for the Democratic
seeking new homes.
nomination for United States senator
Chinese are estimated to destroj also appears close, with John EL OsOn the Republican
$10,000,000 worth of gold annually bj borne leading.
their custom of burning small piecei ticket, Robert D. Carey had a comfortof fold leaf on certain anniversutas able lead for the governorship

Washington. Boys from 18 to 19
years who will be made liable to milir
tary service in the new
bill will be taken last, Secretary of
War Baker told the House miliUry
aualrs committee Monday. There
would be no objection, said the secretary, to putting the men of the
class in a separate classification, to be called "as far as practicable" only after the older classes
have been exhausted. He explained
that Provost Marshal General Crowder is now preparing regulations that
will put the men from 19 to 36 in sepa-st- e
classes which will be subject to
the first call.
No general exemption of married
men simply because of their married
status, is contemplated by the War
Department in preparing for the proposed extension of draft ages, Secretary Baker declared.
Mr. Baker said his previous remarks
on this subject had been misconstrued, and that married men who do
not support their families and who
are not engaged in useful occupations
will continue to be called.
"There are many married men in
the country who ought to go and fight
as freely as single men," he added.
"Extension of the American draft
ages from 18 to 45 is designed to win
the war for the allies within the next
twelve months. Success is practically
a certainty."
Eighteen states were called upon by
Provost Marshal General Crowder
Monday to furnish 5,709 white draft
registrants of grammar school education fit for general military service.
The men will entrain Sept. 1. Volun
tary enlistments will be accepted un
til Aug. 26.
All of these men will be sent to
schools or training centers for Instruc
tion in special lines of services for
which they are wanted.

MOR8AIN.

Lillian M. Harrington, a telephone
operator of Manchester, N. H., recently eloped with and became the wife
of Edward Tuck French, son of the
wealthy Amos Tuck French of New
York and Newport. 8inoe then she has
left her husband twice, and now he
announces that his romance Is ended.

IRKUTSK
BY CZECHO

JSJAPTURED
SLOVAKS WITH HELP

OF PEOPLE'8

ARMY.

New Government Organized at Omsk
Treaty
Repudiates
and Favors War on Germany.
Brest-Litovs-

"Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington. Secretary Lansing announced Aug. 17 that the United
States legation at Peking has established touch with the American consulate at Irkutsk and had learned that
the city, the most important strategic point In central Siberia, had been
captured July 7 by Czecho-Slovatroops and the Siberian people's army,
which is cooperating with them. The
dispatch added that the railroad from
Irkutsk to Samara, which is conIs open,
trolled by the
but communication with Moscow has
not yet been established.
commander who
The Czecho-Slovatook Irkutsk reported that up to July
had lost 250
10 the
killed and 1,200 wounded.
The State Department's advices further Baid a new Siberian government
was being organized at Omsk, whose
members declare they will disregard
the treaty of Brest Litovsk and favor
the renewal of the war by Russia
against Germany. Americans were reported safe.
k
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CHIEFS GUILTY.

Doctor Breckenrldge Bayne, popular

In Washington society, Is now a prisoner In Germany as a result of his re.
fussl to leave wounded men on the bat.

tie line when the hospital staff to
which he was attached retired before
He was
victorious enemy assaults.
serving as a field physician with the
British Red Cross.

MUST POOL RESOURCES
DECLARES
FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Lord Robert Cecil Says Great Britain
and America Must Redouble Efforts in Fight for Justice.

German-influence-

Czecho-Slovak-

Brest-Litovs-
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Flood Leaves Thousands Homeless.
Hong Kong. Five thousand persons
are homeless and 250,000 are without
proper food as a result of a flood in
the Tung Kiang river. The American
Red Cross is providing temporary relief.

First Liberty Bonds Reach 101.
New York. Liberty bonds, 3 Per
cents, opened on the stock exchange
at 101 on Aug. 19, a new high record,
of
exceeding the previous by one-half

1

per cent

Brazilian Ship Sunk by U Boat.
New York. The Brazilian motor-shi- p
Madrugada, 1,613 gross tons, was
sunk by shell fire by a German submanear .Winter
rine Friday morning
Quarter shoal, off the northern Virginia coast
Hun Casualties 420,000 Since July 18.
Paris. Henry Bidou. military commentator, in an article Aug;. 16, says
a conservative estimate of German
losses since July 18 is about 850,000
dead or wounded and 70,000 prisoners.

IN-

With the British Army in France,
British troops, after capturing Outtersteene ridge, In front of the
town of Merris, have beaten off a
vicious counter attack and inflicted
heavy losses on the enemy. More than
500 Germans were captured by the
British.
The Germans on three important
sectors of the western battle front
have been compelled to give up positions of great strategic value under
the onslaughts of the British and
French troops.
In the Lys sector, west of Armen-tierethe enemy has retreated over a
front of nearly glx miles, leaving the
town of Mervllle In British hands. Between the Matz and Oise rivers the
French "have fought their way to the
western outskirts of the dominating
position of Lassigny, and farther south
In this hill and wooded region have dewood
bouched from the Thiescourt
and also captured the town of
situated in the Oise valley on
road.
the
Around the curve in the battle line
northwest of Soissons the French from
near Carlepont to Fontenoy, on the
Aisne, a distance of approximately
nine miles, have driven back the enemy to an average depth of more than
a mile and captured several villages
and 2,200 prisoners.
Unofficial reports record the capture by the British of the railway station on the western outskirts of Roye,
one of the pivotal points on the battle
front between the Somme and the
Olse.
The gains are most important for
the allies, for, aside from wide areas
over which the enemy has been compelled to acknowledge defeat, .the
wrenching in the German defense Is
becoming daily more noticeable.
Under the new gains of the British
around Roye, and particularly those
made by the French from Lassigny to
the Oise valley and northwest of
the Germans now are in a bad
predicament.
Pim-pre-

Sola-son-

With the American Army in
Aug. 19. The Americans early
Saturday morning captured the village of Frapelle and eradicated a considerable German salient tn the allied
lines. Prisoners were taken by the
Americans and the Germans evidently
suffered heavy casualties in killed and
wounded.
Lor-rain-

Paris. The French made further
progress Saturday north and south of
the Avre, having taken 1,000 prisoners and numerous machine guns.
Marshal Foch has at last definitely
connected up the battles of tiie Aisne
and the Somme.
The Germans are being given no
forces north
the Franco-Britisand south of the Somme, and the
French and Americans along the
Vesle. The Americans in Lorraine are
harassing the enemy by artillery fire
and local attacks. Nowhere has the
enemy had the better of any encounreBt by

h

ter.

Over a front of four miles between
Ballleul and Vieux Berquin on the Lys
sector, the British have advanced
from 1,000 to 2,000 yards, taking the
village of Outtersteen and 400 prisoners.
Jl little to the south along the Lys,
near Mervllle, the British have advanced their line, and still farther
south, between Arras and Albert, the
Germans have been relieved, under
pressure, of further terrain near
Along the Vesle, where the Americans and French are holding the line,
there has been considerable declpro-ca- l
artillery shelling. The allies gave
the enemy two shells for one.
An Indication that the German line
Immediately in front of the French
and Americans is thinly held is the
fact that the American patrols at, various points have penetrated sectors to
the enemy's barbed wire trenches
without encountering infantrymen.
In Lorraine, where the Americans
captured the village of Frapelle, near
St. Die, Saturday morning, they have
pressed on and gained more ground,
a heavy
notwithstanding
Kaiser Trades Poland to Austria.
London. According to a dispatch te
the Daily Mail from The Hague, Germany has demanded that Austria send
ten to fifteen divisions to the western
front. Austria, on condition that Germany would accept Austria's solution
of the Polish question and make a
strong peace move, including the evacuation and restoration Of Belgium, assented to this. Germany promised te
concede to Austria solution of the Polish question, including the naming of
an Austrian archduke as king, the dispatch asserts.

Eighty Per Cent War Profits Tax.
Washington. An 8 per cent exemption, in addition to a specific $3,000
exemption on the excess profits of
corporations, with a tax of 40 per cent
on all excess profits between 8 per
cent and .20 per cent and a tax of 60
per cent on all excess profits exceedtral power.
ing 20 per cent, was agreed upon by
the House ways and means committee.
Two Allied Destroyers Bunk by Mines. The committee, in writing this schedstruck ule into the $8,000,000,000 revenue bill,
London. Two destroyers
minM and sank. aceordinaTtB" nn an also,, adopted the treasury's alternanouncement made By tno aamirany. tive plan for a flat 80 per cent tax on
war profits.
men are missing.
Twenty-si-

Woman Killed In Ante Smaahup.
Colorado Springs. Mrs. Kate Chris,
tie was killed, Mrs. Albert Jones sustained a broken arm and other Injun-ies- ,
son Harold was
and her
internally Injured when the automobile driven by Albert Jones left the
road in Cliff Dwellers caBon, near
Manitou, Sunday afternoon, and roiled
down a forty-foo- t
embankment, crass-ing Mrs. Christie and the Jones boy
puder the ear. Two other children suffered minor injuries, but Mr. J ones
and a fourth chili were nlnjnrrd. .

Britain Recognizes Czechs as Allies.
London. The British government
has Issued a declaration formally recarmies as
ognizing the Czecho-Slovaan allied nation and the three Czechoslovak armies as an allied force regularly waging warfare against the cenk

x
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Buo-quo-

Army Subdues Japan Food Riots.
Tokio, Aug. 20. Soldiers have been
called out In practically every large
city of Japan to aid the police In restraining mobs which have resorted
to wanton destruction of the property
of rich men. The riots are the outgrowth of the rice riots which began
a week ago. Mobs at first contented
themselves with raiding rice shops
and demanding lower prices. Japanese farmers have hoarded 120,000,000
bushels of rice, the rioting people declare.

Railway Employes Must Be Courteous.
Railroad
employes
Washington.
were specifically ordered by Director
General McAdoo to show courtesy in
dealing with the public and to cease
excusing train delays and other er
rors with the plea that "Uncle Sam is
running the railroads now." The public be damned' opllcy will in no case
be tolerated on the railroads under
government control," said the director
general's order, addressed to "all em
ployes in the railroad service of the
United States."

I
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London. Lord Robert Cecil, undersecretary of state for foreign affairs,
speaking at a government dinner In
celebration of the fourth anniversary
of the establishment of the international commission onrevictualing.said:
"We now are not only in the alliance
with the greatest partnership of nations, but we are engaged In the greatest enterprise taxing the energies of
mankind. All the Buffering and all the
great strain on our resources can be
met only by the complete pooling of
them.
"Great Britain and America have not
suffered like some of the allies. They
have been spared the misery of invasion. That only means that we must
redouble our efforts in the common
cause. Everyone knows we have not
spared our blood, money, trade and
shipping, and we are not going to
spare them,
"The unity of the alliance Is due to
the realization that we are engaged in
a great cause fighting for Justice
against force. If we are merely going to restore the world to what It was
before, then we shall have missed the
greatest chance ever offered to a generation of men.
"We must rebuild the international
System. That is why I believe this
commission is the organization upon
which a league of nations can ultimately be built."

Prison
Fines of $10,000 and
Terms are Maximum Penalties.
Chicago. One hundred leaders of
the Industrial Workers of the World
were found "guilty as charged in the
indictment" by the Jury after one
hour's deliberation at their trial for
conspiracy to disrupt the nation's war
program Saturday. Arguments for a
GIVE ARMS TO FIGHT BOCHE.
new trial will be heard this week, The
D.
defendants.
Including William
Thousands of Siberian Trained Sol- ("Big Bill") Haywood, general
diers Ready to Oust Conqueror.
reasurer
of the I. W. W the
The pressing need for highest position In the organization,
Washington
of
arms and ammunition by people
face a maximum penalty of twenty-seve- n Second Registration Set for Aug. 24.
western Siberia, who have arrayed
years in prison and a $10,000
Washington. Registration on Satthemselves against the forces of Ger- fine each.
urday, Aug. 24, of all youths who have
man and Austrian prisoners and the
reached the age of 21 since the second
Bolshevik!, is being Hughes Wealth to Widow and Family, registration last June 5 was ordered
considered in the allied capitals. The
Dallas, Tex. Bequeathing over five by Gen. Crowder, under a proclamation
United States government is anxious million dollars to relatives and em- by the President. The purpose te to
to be of whatever possible assistance.
ployes, the will of the late Col. Wil add quickly to the almost exhausted
The people of western Siberia, with liam Edgar Hughes, Denver capitalist, ClaBs 1 to meet army draft calls in
prowho died in Denver July 29, was filed September. About 150,000 young men
the aid of the
claimed their independence on July 4, in the probate Court here. Under its will register. Most of them will qualin honor of the national anniversary of terms Mrs. Annie C. Hughes, the wid- ify for Class 1, and, therefore, will
the United States. They are reported ow, is principal beneficiary. She and Join the army probably within a month
to have thousands of well trained and Mrs. Annie Clifton Hughes, grand after their names are recorded.
loyal troops who are waiting only for daughter of Colonel Hughes, are
French Envoy Dies on Coast.
equipment to begin active resistance named executrixes without bond and
A Pacific Port, Aug. 17. The body
vast
estate
Germans.
of
the
the
the
bulk
Hughes
against
of Albert Metin, chief of the French
Western Siberia is said to be well goes to the widow, the granddaughter
economic mission, accompanying Gen.
business
is
conducting
and the three
organized and
Paul Gerald Pau of the French army
in an orderly manner. The people
on a tour of American cities, will be
Silver at $1.01 Per Ounce.
have never accepted the surrender to
to France for burial, actreasury an taken at once
Washington. The
Germany under the
members of
nounced that it had virtually fixed the cording to statements by
treaty.
maximum price of silver at $1.01 per the mission. M. Metin died at a hotel
fine ounce, and that export licenses from apoplexy, induced, physicians
Plan Three Drives at $5,000,000,000.
the strain of the transcontiWashington. Tentative plans of the for silver would be granted by the fed- said, by
nental trip, on which he acted as
three
for
essential
board
for
Liberty
reserve
big
eral
only
treasury provide
Loan campaigns within the next year civil or military purposes and on con spokesman for the mission.
more.
or
maximum
the
raise
$5,000,000,000
to
dition that
each
price was
Universal War Bread for All.
The first will be from Sept. 28 to Oct. not exceeded by the purchaser.
London. Universal war bread of
19, as announced; the next is planned
better quality than last year for all the
Hail Causes Damage at Lyons.
for January or February, and the third
practically
Lyons. One of the worst storms nations fighting Germany, one
May or June. This program will be
of the
will be
necessary, It is explained, to provide that ever visited northern Colorado without rationing,
of the food controllers
$16,000,000,000 required In addition to struck Lyons and its environs Sunday chief results
C.
the $8,000,000,000 to be provided by evening and caused considerable dam conference at London, Herbert
Hoover, American food administrator,
the new revenue bill.
age.
announced. He said there would be
ample supplies of fats and meat if the
Woman Slain In Hotel Room.
8enator Galllnger, 81, Is Dead.
Denver. The police are conducting
Franklin, N. H. United States Sen populations were economical and
search for Cecil W.
ator Jacob H. Galllnger of New Hamp- avoided waBte. "The danger of privaa
wanted by them as a suspect in shire, died at a hospital here Aug. 17. tion is now passed," he said.
connection with the murder of Bessie
French Try Airplane Post.
Hun "Retreat Specialist" Commands.
Ramey, 30, who was found in
Paris. The first experiment with
Paris. Gen. Hans von Boehn, the
room at the Acacia hotel, 1641
between German "retreat specialist," has been
Tremont street, with her throat an airplane postal service
on the coast, appointed to the supreme German
slashed until her head was nearly sev- Paris and St. Nazalre,
command on the Somme front
was made Aug. 17.
ered.
secretary-t-
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Aug. 20.

man-powe-

d

Petrograd Placed Under Martial Law.
London. Hundreds of persons were
firms.
rs
in a veritable bat'Retail-groceand provision brokers killed and wounded
tle between Lettish guards and riotmade their enormous "war profits" ers
during food disorders In PetroIn 1916, the report shows. The groto an Amsterdam discers made only a small profit In 1917 grad, according
Martial law was proclaimed in
In excess of their 1916 profits. Of the patch.
the same evening.
1,633 concerns listed In the report, Petrograd
however, only a doien show profits of COLORADO TO FURNISH 843 MEN.
less than 20 per cent on their capital
stock In 1916, the year before the UnitWill Entrain for Fort
ed States entered the war, and the Registrants
and Camp Lewis, Sept.
Riley
concerns
some
that
of
year
profits
Denver. Calls for 800 white and
were as high as 1,813 per cent. Most
pnlored registrants suhlect to
of the grocers, both lnrge and small
concerns, the report shows, mnde av- rlrnff tn Colorado were received bv
erage profits In 1910 of from 50 to 200 Provost Marshal John Evans, together
with entralnment orders for early in
per cent.
September. There are three calls, and,
according to an Interpretation of the
London Police Quick to Act.
The smartness of the London police orders by MaJ. W. A. Spangler, Washis commented upon In the description ington officials are desirous of placing
of nn attempted suicide from Water- in active service all the remaining
loo bridge. "The Bridge of Sighs." A class 1 registrants available in the
man Jumped on the parapet, leaped In- 1917 and 1918 classes, which embrace
to the air. mnde a couple of loops and also the men for limited service duty,
splashed Into the Thames. Inside of a prior to the big registration In Septemminute the police had picked him up ber. The calls follow:
Entrain 600 white men In four-dawith a motorboat and dispatched an
officer to recover his hat and stick period beginning Sept. 3 for Camp
from the bridge. He was duly charged Funston, Fort Riley, for general milinext morning nnd remanded for an tary service.
Entrain 300 white men in four-daInquiry as to his sanity.
period beginning Sept. 3, for Fort
Worth the Money.
Riley, Kansas, including limited servCorporal Frank Brunson of Omaha, ice men in group C.
colored men
Entrain forty-threNeb a member of the 24th balloon
company stationed at Camp Morrison, Sept. 1 for Camp Lewis, American
Va., 1,000 rrillcs away, wanted to see Lake, Wash., for general service.
his new daughter who had Just arrived. Leave was granted but these Crowder Expects 158,600 to Register.
were the Instructions he had to follow
Washington, Aug. 21. Revised estion the way home : "Wire headquarters
mates announced today by the provost
was
It
said
Brnnson
at every stop."
marshal general show that 158,600
considerable trouble, but It was worth young men who have become 21 since
It to see "daddy's baby girl."
last June 6 should register for military service Aug. $4. Of this number
John Made an Error, Looks Like.
it is estimated that about half will go
"They also serve who only stand an Into class one, subject to immediate
wait." Milton.
call to the colors.
The estimates of Saturday's regisMaybe you're right, John; mayb
not
not
; bnt they're
hanging uf tration by states include:
Arizona,
you're
ant
New Mexico,
any service flags for the standers
S91; Colorado, 1,343;
waiters.
436, and Wyoming 325.

taught him that this is not so, Ao
order was Issued that no coal should
be delivered to the landlord or to hit
tenants who had agreed to pay high
rents rather than go without a bouse
Tbey decided that a house without
coal is no better than no house at all
in winter, and became more active is
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NOT EXEMPT MEN
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8,000

HUNS

-
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Quickly Brought to Time
Philadelphia has discovered a way
to clip the wings that house rent hat
taken unto Itself In municipal centers.
Recently 79 landlords who bad raised
their charges beyond what was considered reasonable were remonstrated
with by the city government Al except one of them agreed to reduce his
h

cess profits last year were from 12 to
MRS.
400 per cent.
Coal Men Pile Up Wealth.
The Pennsylvania and West Virginia soft coal mining companies made
enormous excess profits in 1917, ao
cording to the report. The large companies all made profits In 1010 ranging
from 25 to 150 per cent.
BEUVRAIGNES AND OTHER VI L.
In 1017 all of the lnrge bituminous
LAGES OCCUPIED AS ALLIES
unoperators, the report shows, made
ADVANCE.
usual profits. One mine made 1,026
per cent on Its capital In 1010 and 4,337
per cent In 1017. Another mnde 1,872
per cent In 1010 and 5,983 per cent In
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PRETTY

of It Is fraud stuff. Wooden articles
are reputed to be made from trees that
grow on historic spots, but are really

50 cents
day unnecessarily In barber
total of $182,500,000.
shops we have
under the actual figures, taking Into
Motorcar Man Makes Kxporlmont to
bogus. String! of beads are manufacFind Out Juat How Far Chlv.
consideration all classes of people. In
tured by the mile and sold to the pubthe less exclusive barber shops one
airy Haa Waned.
lic as the work of Indians. The same finds a continual stream of men,
of the
is true of moccasins, toy canoes and moderate
salary class, who Indulge In
Probably because of the fact that
the like.
the Items I have enumerated. We
are supposed to know all about
Low-GraFouls people
Lubricant
At best the bulk of these goods Is might guess the total ought to be at
their motorcars, the sight of a car Millions of Dollars Thrown Away
(Special Information Service, United Hutu Department of Agriculture.)
rubbish, snd our outgo for this purleast half a billion dollars.
hung up along; the road does not bring
for Trifles That Ought to
Spark Plugs, Breeds Carbon
STORE VEGETABLES FOR WINTER USE.
be
well
duroff
cut
pose
might
the offers of assistance It used to do
entirely
To have our shoes shlned we spend
and Other Trouble.
Set Nation Thinking.
ing the war. To do this requires ab- at least $100,000,000 a
In times past. It Is not so many years
miland
a
year
solutely no sacrifice. The people enago that the' sight of a stranded car
lion more than the market
for
gaged In this business' will simply have snoe laces because we wish price
would be the signal for a flock of
ta avoid
to
so
do
what
us
of
have
many
autos to gather around and proffer all
already the trouble of putting them In ourWAYS
MONEY GOES done,
UTTLEFCER IS DEVELOPED kinds
adjust themselves to war.
of advice, both good and bad, but
selves. Some of this expense undoubt
Aside
wanfrom
we
see
souvenirs,
even then there were those who paid
edly Is necessary, but while the war
ton
tor
actual merchandise lasts we need not be ashamed of
spenders
no more attention to another man's
any
ostcard and Cheap Souvenirs Take that is Inferior or worthless. There is form of Spartan economy. We can be
Among Other Annoyances From Car-bo- n trouble than to bestow a sarcastic grin,
a
class
to whom cheapof
great
Collection Is Knock In Engine
people
Sum
Year
Billions
Jig
handed
Every
says the Washington Star.
and
tight
Recently
rigorous with our
ness or fiashlness appeals, rather than nickels
one motorcar man made an experiRaising Compression to Point
and dimes without being open
pent for Needless Telephone
utility and economy. A dealer In cheap to the charge of
ment to And out just how far chivalry
Where Prelgnition Occurs,
Calls and Telegrams.
stinginess provided
goods told me that he netted $25,000 a we use the money
ha,d waned In recent years. He placed
for . government
from merchandise that was prac- needs. We can
year
Have you a surplus of carbon about a car on a busy road and kept a man
shine our own shoes
By EDWARD MOTT WOOLLEY.
worthless. He found it easy to for a tenth of this hundred million
your car especially In the cylinders? standing by It. According to report,
It seems incongruous that In tills tically
appeal to the spending instincts of his
Does it clog up the combustion cham- nearly five hundred cars passed with- rich and wonderful
There are In New York a number
land of ours It customers.
of men who have grown very wealthy
ber, stick on the valves and make out one slowing down to ask If any should be necessary to conduct mighty
Unneceeeary Phone Calle.
them leak, and Issue In black smoke help were needed. Then the experi selling and
from the
business. Among
advertising campaigns in
Not many of us ever stop to think them are some large tenement owners
from the exhaust, to the accompaniment was repeated with a pretty girl order to raise money to crush our eneof the Immense amount of money that
ment of sundry knocks? Better con- hy the stalled car.' The first two cars miescruel and
one
reputed to be worth millions.
dangerous enemies is
serve your carbon and burn It all, for passed on, for the reason that the who are bent on
Rpent for unnecessary telephone There ore more thnn fifty thousand
throttling the very libcalls.
Wherever
the
is
a
you
carbon Hoover In sight and drivers were looking the other way. erty on which our country has been
go
there
telephone bootblack places In the United States,
booths are occupied, and when you some of tliem
he may cut down on your rations of but the third stopped. This test was built. If we
felt the impulse,
employing a dozen or
really
catch
of
the
oil and gasoline.
conversations more men. The majority of these
fragments
repeated three times and results we could raise six or eight billion dolfind
you
them
usually
unimportant. bootblacks are within the fighting age,
Owing to the high price and the showed that one in every four drivers lars spontaneously and without the
difficulty of getting supplies of good volunteered aid.
blare of salesmanship and publicity; Iteglnald calls up his best girl to tell at least they ought to be doing some
her
he
still
loves
her, Maude calls Al- sort of war service. Instead of shining
oil, poor grades are substituted right
and we would do it so easily that Geralong. In one case which came to my COPPER WIRE QUITE USEFUL many and her allies would stand gernon to thank him for the chocolates. shoes while American blood runs so
No matter how trivial the occasion
attention an owner was having trouble
freely on the other side.
aghast at our overwhelming resources our first
Impulse Is to step Into a tele
with the car, says a writer In an ex- Several Feet Should Be
This Concrete Storage Cellar Is Built Partly Underground to Make It Frost- and
Women Big Waiters.
purpose;
of
Part
Equipchange. There was knocking and the
Proof.
The trouble Is that even yet we do phone booth.
ment of Every Car for Use In
But
comes
when
It
to this kind of
If five million people would save one
spark plugs fouled, causing Irregular
not realize the tragedy that is over
Emergencies.
women spend far more
call a day It would mean a
us.
running of the engine. The owner had
The war has not sunk Into the
total of over ninety million dollars a money than men. Figures secured from
been using a
oil. He could
pits, but it Is difficult to get them out
Several feet of about number 18 Iron American consciousness. With a milone
large department store give some
year. Doubtless several times this sum
In cold weather, so that when a pit is
not get bis particular brand and or
copper wire should be part of the lion or more of our boys in France, and could be saved very
Interesting sidelights on possible ecoeasily by the gen
opened it is desirable to remove its
bought another at the same price, sup- equipment of every car. The weight the casualty lists coming home every
nomies.
Its sales of toilet goods last
entire contents at once. For this reaposing .the quality to be the same be- Is but an ounce and the wire may be day, we still lack the pulsating fervor eral public on local and
calls. We are
In year ran nbout 1.8 per cent of Its total
son it is advisable to construct several
cause the price was. When his trouble used for
electrical connections, of Intrepid courage the courage that the use of the lavishly extravagant
making
I know of sales. Thus for every million dollars
small pits rather than one large one,
was studied it was found that, al- tying
of the car together and for wells within one and stirs the soul. business houses telephone.
parts
that talk several times In sales Its customers buy $13,000
e
and Instead of storing each crop in a
though he paid the same as for
Fighting Impulse Needed.
many other purposes.
worth of toilet articles. Apply this
by Itself It Is better to place a small
oil, he got a much inferior grade.
The one unquestionable evidence of a day between New York and Chicago,
pit
When a hose clamp was broken
He was advised to change, did, and his during a recent ride about two feet of courage is the willingness to sacrifice. Incurring tolls on each occasion thut rate to all the stores In the United Save Time and Labor by Keeping quantity of several kinds of vegetables
In the same pit, so that It will be nectrouble ended. To get the good grades iron wire, pulled tightly around the A man who sees his child In deadly run from five to forty dollars or more States and you have a total of unnumRoot Crops in Storage
If there Is one thing thnt the Ameri- bered millions. The term toilet goods
now It Is necessary to pay a consideressary to open only one bonk to get
rubber hose and the ends of the wire peril is Instantly ready to sacrifice cans
learned It Is economy of is very elustlc, including both necesCellars and Pits.
a supply of all of them. In storing
ably higher price than a year ago.
everyftjlng, even his life. It takes no tnlk haven't
and
In
which
sary
these
of
but
the
need
war
unnecessary
articles,
days
several crops In the same bank It Is
Will Not Stand Heat.
argument to "sell" to him the need of
well mean
In conscientious war saver no doubt
desirable to separate them with straw,
courage. He gets It from within. The might Bonds. millions of dollars
Some grades of oil will not stand
would
class
of
as
these
items
The
wires
Liberty
telephone
leaves, or other material.
The vegfighting Impulse dominates his every are
the Intense heat of the combustion
partly dispensable, Ruch as perfumery, OUTDOOR CAVES ARE USEFUL etables from the small pit may bo
heavily overtaxed, anyhow.
Instinct What we most need In
chamber, nor even the temperature of
certain
soups,
toilet
Then there Is the telegraph. We
ponders, rouge,
placed temporarily in the storage room
America today Is fighting Impulse.
the cylinder walls and piston. The
With a little waters,
beauty compounds,
in the basement, where they will be
Once we get It the doom of Germany, have this habit, too.
oil burns and forms carbon. This carthe
and
like.
Particularly Desirable on Farm as easily accessible as needed for the
as a menace to ourselves and to the planning we could commonly use a
bon collects on the Insulator of the
three-cen- t
America's women are highly scent
stamp instead of a
tuble.
They Afford Convenient and Inworld, will be sealed. If we had this
spark plug and forms a path for the
ed. We live In an ntmospbere redole
Facilities for
valorous, undaunted determination we message. One large wholesale house ent
expensive
Ignition current over the Insulator,
with ambrosia. From almost every
requires all Its traveling men to re
could raise, this coming year, not mere
called a short circuit. This causes mis
Vegetables.
woman one passes on the "parade"
port dally by telegram, an expendily six or eight billion, but as ninny bilBULLETIN ON STORAGE
firing and the engine runs very jerky
streets
of
the
ture
comes
cities
an
there
be
that
eliminated.
The
might
lion
our
as
need.
Let
country might
and Is altogether unsatisfactory.
Before cunning or drying root vegeaura of roses, or perhaps violets. Our
us search our hearts, therefore, and telegraph tolls of some of the large In
This fault can be corrected easily
This article gives briefly the
dustrial and commercial establish
girls demand scents, In Infinite variety, tables the housewife should carefully
Wire as Hose Clamp.
discover why It Is that brass-bandifferent storage places available
by cleaning the spark plug, but often
not only In perfumery Itself, but in consider the possibility of saving time,
ments
are
so
In
seem
that
big
they
methods are needed to sell us Liberty
with a poor grade of oil, it Is neces twisted together,
and
for keeping late vegetables. For
expense by the use of
hundreds of products. Merely to grati- strength,
fashion, made bonds.
seems all the more Incredl credible.
sary to do the cleaning every 60 or a hose clamp that did not allow a drop ble that It
detailed Information on arrangThe night letter Is, In a measure, a fy our sense of olfactory luxury we storage pits or root cellars.
be the case when
such
should
100 miles.
A
of water to escape. If the wire Is too
garden will produce fur
ing storage rooms, making out
at least we could do away spend tens of millions of dollars an- more
we are asked to contribute
the
luxury,
money
Carbon also collects on the seat of heavy It cannot be pulled tightly
side pits and cellars and taking T
vegetables than the average famwith the social phase of It and nually. Yet in France the husbands,
Is merely money saved for ourselves,
exhaust valve, making It impos enough to compress the hose. Several
care of specific products write to X
. the
brothers and sweethearts of our wom- ily can consume during the summer.
of the domestic.
hnpI
we could put through this much
Indeed,
slble for the valve to close entirely, turns of wire are needed to give the
the division of publications, Uniten and girls nre sweating and fighting Only a small portion of the garden
pen to know one business mnn, who
fourth Liberty loan without even feelnre used as they reach ma
with a consequent loss of gas on the most effective results.
ed States department of agriculam not talking here on his frequent and long absences In noisome places amid the stench of products
it
I
ing
directly.
When the rubber hose Is old and
ture, for a free copy of Farmers'
compression stroke. The effect of this
from home, gets a night letter from his disease and death. The odors tliey get turity. Beets, late cabbnge, enrrots,
about
sacrifices.
With
triv
great
merely
Is that very little or no power is de very loose a wrapping of tire tape
Bulletin 870 on the home storage
wife every morning and sends one each are of gunpowder and blood. Surely celery, onions, pnrsnips, potutoes,
ial
and
we
can
Inhibition
make
passing
of vegetables.
veloped In the cylinder, and also mis around the end of the metal hose con- this fourth loan a
we can spare some of our perfumery sweet potatoes, salsify, and turnips
night. Nor are these messages con
glorious manifesta
firing and irregular running, the same nection will prevent the leakage of tion of Americanism.
fined to fifty words, but often run sevmoney In the ennse for which we sent muy all be stored for winter use,
The successful storage of vegetables
as with the
spark plug. water when the rubber hose is slipped
Never was there such a nation of eral times that length. Baby had the them abroad.
Is not at ail difficult; In fact, good
In some cases this can be corrected over the tape.
fell downstairs and
It
were
If
to
colic;
estimate
the
Freddy
we
possible
to
throw
Dry by a Fan.
spenders
money
literally
easily by taking out the valve cap and
skinned his knee, Jennnette had her money Rpent by women In New York storage facilities already exist in
In the household which possesses an
the winds. Cash runs out of our pockmost
It
the
homes,
valve
when
HAVE
EXTINGUISHER
ON
CAR
being only necessary
disconnecting
spring,
hair washed.
nlone for halrdresslng and beauty culets Into a hundred channels of extrav
to make use of the collar, the attic, a electric fan, the drying of small quanthe valve may be removed and the car
I happen to be
also with ture It would undoubtedly run Into the
or
bon scraped from valve and seat with it Is Invaluable in Case of Gasoline agance. Tempted at every turn by with a young manacquainted
other parts of the tities of material can be easily done,
closet,
large
who revels In night tens of millions. One hatrdnfttser In
that special care be given the
something that appeals to our pleasurea knife or other instrument. Then a
depending upon the charac provided
Fire as Water Is Uselei
saturated Instincts, we hand out the letters to his fiancee. They are real let the metropolitan district states that dwelling,
treatment of the products.
ter of the product to be stored. Many preliminary
slight grinding In of the valve will
Sand May Be Used.
within
or
too,
Amer
like
since
ters,
"Darl
All
months,
eighteen
this:
beginning
dimes, quarters and dollars. We work
that Is necessary is to make trays
cellars are not well suited for this
give a tight joint.
ica
I
a
Sue
entered
the
he
more
ever.
has
love
built
war,
than
Ing
most
you
of
of us, and we play hard,
up
wire screening, with one end of each
hard,
Knock In Engine.
I couldn't sleep last night thinking of business that nets him seven hundred because of pcor Insula t inn or lack of or preferably both ends
By knowing in advance what you Many of us play with an
The
open.
ventilation. Cellars containing a fur
Anotner annoyance which comes should do In qpse your car catches fire abandon that scarcely reckons amazing
dollars
a
Do
month.
love
.
me
.
still?
you.
."
you
the cost.
nace for heating the dwelling usually materials to be dried are spread thinfrom carbon accumulation is a knock you are less likely to get In a panic And we
A
woman
A
of
a
certain business man, the head of
proprietor
gratify ourselves not only at
are too warm and too dry for the stor ly upon the trays, which are stacked
in the engine, which results from the and lose valuable time in an emergen
a large concern, goes away at Intervals
beauty establishment says that fifty
plays, but we satisfy our luxury-lovinof root crops. It Is often possl one upon another with the open ends
age
decrease In the size of the combustion cy. It Is the part of wisdom to have tendencies and our
customers
turned toward the fan and covered
bring her a revenue of $30,- ble,
vanity In many of to rest for a week or two, but insists
however, to partition off a room with
chamber In proportion to the accumu a small extinguisher about your car. the
000
a
year, that she realized a clear either
things that enter Into our dally on having a night letter every morn
cheesecloth, and the fan Is placed
in one corner or at one end of
lation. This raises the compression' to It Is Invaluable In a gasoline fire. Wa- lives.
close to the end of the stack and run
Ing, narrating the substance of the profit of $20,000 on powders, creams the cellar where the
may
temperature
a point where prelgnition occurs, ter Is useless when gasoline Is blazing
and perfumes, that she sold sets of
Let us consider here
the mil- previous day's business. These mes
be controlled by means of outside win- at moderate speed, thus driving a vigHence the knock. To overcome this and merely tends to spread the fire. lions that go for trivial merely that do sages run Into hundreds of words
orous current of air over the material.
things
every cosmetlrR at seven hundred dollars dows.
trouble It Is necessary to remove the In the absence of an extinguisher dirt not count as permanent Investments any.
each. Thousands of women pay fancy
Drying occurs much more rapidly at
Cellars.
Outdoor
case
from
the
and
crank
or
Storage
sand may be used, but great damage either for utility or luxury.
cylinders
I would not belittle the night letter; feeR for hair waving, tinting and
the end nearest the fan, hence the
have the carbon scraped out. Where often results by getting grit in the
or
Outdoor
caves
are stnek must be reversed after four to
storage cellars
but in the present stress we need to bleaching. One concern announces
Millions 8pent for .Carde.
the cylinder head Is removable that ob mechanism. If you have had to put
For
take our post card curtail whatever part of this expense twelve colors, ranging from blnck to excellent for the storage of many veg six hours and again after a longer
viates the necessity of removing the out a fire with sand, clean the work mania. instance,
desiraInterval.
This habit, which perhaps we may be unnecessary, and loan the golden blonde. Much money also goes etables. They are particularly
cylinders.
for removal of freckles, wrinkles treat- ble on the farm, as they afford convening parts thoroughly before you at- would not criticize in times of peace, money to the government.
All materials requiring blanching
Temporary relief may be had by tempt to run again. When a fire has is almost universal.
ment, face bleaching and so on. The ient and Inexpensive storage facilities that are to be
The Taxlcab Mania.
A dealer estishould be
having the carbon burned out by the started from a backfire, close the mates that 50,000,000 people
We Americans also have the taxi- - manicure bill In New York Is enor- for surplus vegetable crops that other- blanched In steam or boiling water or
spend an
be
lost.
wise
all
oxygen process. Liquid carbon remov- throttle and use the starter to turn average of a dollar a year on the cab mania. There Is a
possess
and
the
might
They
mous,
serious
outgo
chiropody
large.
deterioration is likely to ocvery large class
ers help out, but are not so good, be- the motor over. This tends to draw cheaper kinds of cards, and nn addi- of men and women who
the
of the storage room cur. Also, Rlnce the
ride In cabs These places are furnished in the ut- In advantages
rapid movement
cause the carbon which Is loosened the flames Into the manifold. If fire tional sum of a hundred
basement
In
the
and
are
Immost
we
superior
could
If
only
of
luxury.
over
air
the product has a tendency
million dol
and let go Immense Rums In
The
outdoor
on
goes to the muffler, where It Is likely has caught In the drip pan, put that lars on postage. But on the fancy cards habitually,
women
mnny
storage
respects.
of
this
dreadclass
the
to
press
the aggregate. They take taxlcabs to
dry out the surfaces of the pieces
to clog the small holes and materially out first and then attend to the car- and more expensive sets, sold
are cellar can be maintained at a uniform while the inner, central portions are
largely go a few blocks. In a group of twenty ful hardships our American youths
decrease the power of the engine by bureter. Know where the stopcock is to tourists, the estimate is
a
over
Is
!
In
It
temperature
cause
the
long
period.
undergoing
great
still too moist,
$200,000,000,
material
lending cities there are about four hunlocated In your gasoline line so that in addition to the
preventing a free exhaust
The lesson ought to sink home to all possible to keep the cellar cool and should be placed In baking tins and
Including the dred thousand of these vehicles, and If
While it is possible to overcome you can turn it off in case of emer- cards that are postage.
to
reduce
the
of
temperature
quickly
placed In the oven of a warm stove to
kept by the purchasers, each of them absorbed ten dollars ev women In America, who In greater or
these troubles, it Is much better to gency. The drip pan should be kept It Is
probable that the total la half a ery day In unnecessary fares the ag lesser degree, let their good money go the stored products to the desired be finished. The door of the stove
for
safe
the
buy a good grade of oil In the begin- free from accumulations of oil and billion dollars. Many men have made gregate would be over "fourteen million
storage
by opening
point
for such futile vanities.
should be left ajar and the fire so
ning and prevent them.
grease to lessen the danger from fire. fortunes In this business. I know of dollars a year. What would be the
It Is estimated that a million men door during the night and closing It In regulated that the temperature is held
the
before
the
becomes
nlr
morning
one former valentine manufacturer
at 150 to 160 degrees F. for two to
total for the whole United States? It and women throughout the country are
warm. All ventilators should likewise three hours, after
who retired with a lot of money.
Is a luxury to jump into a cab when
which It should bo
giving to the Turkish baths an aver- be
outclosed
until
the
UNITED STATES AMBULANCE CORPS IN FRANCE It Is certainly Inconsistent that this ever ones wants to move about, but age of a dollar a day. Thus we have
kept tightly
raised to 180 degrees F. for a minute
side
withair is again cooler thnn that
or two In order to destroy any eggs of
great sum should go for such a these are stern times and we need to a total of $305,000,000 a year. To this
trivial purpose when the nation Is in be more
The boys in we can add perhaps half as much for in the cellar, when they should be fruit Insects which may hove been de.
volved in this mighty war that calls France do not ride In cabs, and the massage, attendant fees, special treat- opened, unless the outside temperature posited in the material while
exposed
Is so low as to be dangerous.
This In the drier. After this treatment
for cash everlastingly.
Here Is one money we waste on this form of luxury ment and Incidentals.
the
to
the
and
adds
the
nafegunrds
product
expenditure that could be eliminated might better go Into gas masks for
be
Is
product may
placed in permanent
commended, but most of
Bathing
of
the
chamber.
efficiency
Rtorage
almost wholly until the war Is over. them.
but
should be examined
containers,
us, at least those who have the Turk
Besides this amount put Into Liberty
We American men saturate ourselves ish bath habit, can take our ablutions Vegetables can be more conveniently from time to time and returned to the
In the storin
a
cellar
such
than
bonds might mean something worth with many kinds of soft
pined
oven
a
for short redrjing in case any
at home. The soldiers in Europe don't
Indulgences
while to the people themselves.
as in the barber shops. These places have Turkish baths. We Imagine we age room In the basement of a dwell- parts of It appear to be too moist to
Then there Is another class of sou- in the
ing.
keep well.
high class hotels, as well as the need them here. We eat big dinners
When the chief use of the outdoor
venirs that masquerade as merchan- "better
shops outside, take from us Im and fill ourselves with rheumatic deIs for storing turnips,
cellar
dise and absorb an astonishing amount mense sums for what? Here is a posits, poison ourselves
storage
Producer-ConsumMarkets.
by gormandizof money.
Travelers and tourists es typical list: Shave, 25c; haircut, 50c; ing We contract colds because our beets, enrrots. and other root crops
Curb markets nre helping city womIt
us
waste
used
stock
should
food,
their
cash
commonly
these
pecially
upon
en solve th'?
systems are too badly clogged to throw be
of finding a shortshampoo, 85c ; bay rum, 15c ; face
located near the stable, where the er and less problem
things, and Immense quantities are
85c; manicure, 50c; shine, 10c; off the germs. It Is when we are stufexpensive route between
sold to the people everywhere.
will
material
be
for
winter
convenient
The tips, 20c; total $2.40. It Is not un fed with rich viands and all sorts of
producers and consumers. Such marbulk of this stuff Is useless junk at common
for men to go through the luxuries that we turn to the Turkish feeding. When It Is to be used for kets are the shortest routes between
least In war time, when conservation whole
for
the
table
the
cellar
farm and city kitchens and are In suclist, and to pay additional money bath for relief. Why not discipline vegetables
Is the high need. Why spend our money
ourselves during the war and transfer should be accessible from the kitchen cessful operation in mnny American
for hair tonics and other fancy frills.
these days for fancy baskets, card
When we analyze this list we find all these millions of dollars Into the at all times. If apples or oilier fruits cities. They have proved to be of real
trays, wooden claptrap articles,
that the only Item really necessary Is fund that Is going to beat autocracy are to be stored In an outdoor storage service to both city and farm women.
trinkets, popguns, stuff and the haircut
cellar It Is desirable to have a
and perhaps the shine. and the German peril?
The city women have found them a rewhim whams? The souvenir stores In Men
cellar, one for vegetables liable source of form
can shave themselves at a cost of
I have touched on merely a few of
produce which
Atlantic City, Asbury Park. Coney Is- two or three
cents, and save perhaps the Items of unnecessary outgo. The and one for apples, with a ventilating
the table by this method at
land, Revere Beach near Boston, Ven- half an hour In time. Our soldier
In
each
compartment
apparatus
be
list
extended
less cost and with a greater degree of
boys
might
Indefinitely. But
ice near Los Angeles, and similar escannot Indulge In these effeminacies. there ought to be enough here to set us
Small Pits Best
freshness than by less direct methods
tablishments take more than a hundred
In
those
of
old
we
and
ran make the ex
them,
good
Outdoor banks or pits nre used very of distribution. The farm women have
Many
days thinking,
million dollars out of our pockets of
In
were
the
class
that
tensions ourselves. There Is no use generally for keeping vegetables. The found them a reliable source of income
patronpeace,
every summer. One small town con- ized these
shops, but today they are denying the fact that the people hare conical pit is used commonly for such and a satisfactory outlet for their
cern In Atlantic City sells a hundred
made of more Draconian stuff. Why not yet put themselves on a war basis vegetables as potatoes, carrots, beets, products.
thousand dollars worth, on which the
we ourselves indulge In these financially. We are still wasting mil- turnips, salsify, parsnips, and heads of
Photo taken somewhere In France shows a wounded American soldier net profit Is over fifty thousand. There should
habits when the nation calls for lions on trifles. The war would be cabbage.
costly
Spray potatoes early to keep ahead
being carefully placed In an ambulance to be rushed to a dressing station art factories that turn out this sort cannon to back our
over now If we had taken ourselves In
troops abroad?
Vegetables keep very well In such of the blight and bugs.
of product In vast quantities, and much
behind the lines.
men
an
a
If million
average of hand at the beginning.
spend
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See If Air Passes Out.
' Hold your hand over the breathing
tube occasionally while engine Is run
ning to see If air Is passing out

Best Grinding Material.
The best grinding material for
valves Is carborundum,
though emery Is very good.

SAYS SNAKES

al-

Cause of 8hort Circuit
Clean Ignition Points.
The porcelain of the spark plug win
With cars using the igniter system
Sometimes crack and permit a short care should be taken that the points
circuit within the ping.
re cleaned frequently.
4
Supply of Tools.
A good supply of tire tools and
gine tool should bo kept on hand

en-

Get Service From Tires.
8ee that your tires are giving yon
service. Keep records of them and
compere with others.

ARE PATRIOTIC

he played the national anthem and,
much to his surprise, noticed a water
Truthful Fisherman Can Prove Hie snake come from under the bank and
Assertion by Incident In Which
swim across the water and Into a poHe Figured.'
sition facing him, the snake's head
erect. The reptile was followed by
It seems that prominent nlmrod of others until there were half a dozen
Plttsfield was fishing the famous
facing him, each at attention and head
pool in Mill river, and the fish erect. The nlmrod was
and
were not biting good. He threw bis stopped playing. The mystified
snakes went
bait Into the witter, rested bis pole on back to their holes. "Can It be that
the ground and sat down to rest While these snakes are
T" he wonso doing he took an ocarina from his dered and, to test patriotic
the "notion, started
pocket and began playing. Presently the national air again. Out came the
Kon-kap- er

snakes and took up their previous attitudes. He tried the idea several
times snd became convinced and Is
now telling the story to bis friends.
He says be has known bullheads to
In the silo you can store corn In a
bite In numbers in the middle of a hot
day when he started playing this In- form in which practically every parstrument, but never before has he seen ticle can be eaten.
lower creatures recognize a patriotic
air. Exchange.
To get rid of the onion maggot, use
one cupful of kerosene to one bucketIt Cant Bear to Leek.
ful of dry sand, sprinkled around the
When the boar Is being struck tht base of the plant
clock keeps Its hands before Its fac

Organic matter tends to warm and
make a soil "quick" where there Is
not too much water In the soil.
Seeding sweet clover In the stubble
the fall Is somewhat more hazardous than seeding It early In the spring
with the grain.
In

Best results are secured by cutting
clover when the plants are In full
bloom. After cutting, the crop should
be exposed to the sun as little as
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by the discovery of deposit of high
ore by Gut Burt-chand Louis Dean. The find was
made on Cap Rock mountain, in New
Mexico, about ten miles southeast of
Duncan.

grade manganese
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heavy.

Stockmen

are feeling

jubilant

over grass conditioni and say
that the only thing that can hurt

now would
killing frost.

Be
'

an extremely
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Magdalena boasts of a good musical
in the way of a new
band.

organization
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the German practice of torpedoing
From the moment the train started
I landed on my left aid and fact,
these vessels on the score that they on Its way to Germany, the thought burying my face In the rock ballast,
I
also carried munitions!
When
kept' coming to my head that unless I cutting It open and closing my left
pointed out to him that France would could make my escape before we eye, skinning my hands and shins and
hardly be sending munitions to Eng- reached that reprisal camp I might as straining my ankle. For a few moland, he lost interest In the argument. well make up my mind, as far as I ments I was completely knocked out.
Some days before, I had made up my 'was concerned, the war was over.
and If they shot at me through tha
mind that it would be a very1 good ' It occurred to me that if the eight window, in the first moments after my
thing to get hold of a map of Germany, of us in that car could Jump at a given escape, I had no way of knowing.
which I knew was In the possession of signal and seize those four Hun guards
Of course, If they could have stopped
one of the German interpreters, be- by surprise, we'd have a splendid the train right then, they could easily PROTECT ROADS OF COUNTRY
cause I realized that If ever the op- chance of besting them and jumping nave recuptured me, but at the speed it
Copyrif bt, 1918, by Pit Alva O'Brien
portunity came to make my escape, off the train when It first slowed down, was going and in the confusion which Former, Governor Tener .Declare It
such a map might be of the greatest but when I passed the Idea on to my
Military Necessity to Keep
assistance to me.
comrades they turned It down. Even
Highways In Repair,
With the idea of Waling this mop, If the plan worked out as gloriously
I
In
and
a
I
as
lieutenant
got
bad
pictured, they pointed out,
conversation lugged, and I suppose It accordingly,
"It Is up to the federal, state and
of tills interpreter's window one the fact thut 'so many of .us had esIs t lie same in other
local governments to save our highFROM THE WINDOW OF A TRAIN RUNNING 35 MILES AN
prisons too. What frontand
hot
In
a
arguvery
day
engaged
were the chances of escape.
caped would almost Inevitably result
ways," remarked John K. Tener of
was on In our recapture.
The Huns would
Pennsylvania, former governor, presilivery man seemed to have a differ- ment as to whether Heidelberg
HOUR, O'BRIEN MAKES LEAP FOR LIBERTY.
back
we
or
the
Ithlne
have scoured Belgium till they had
argued
not, and
dent of the Permanent Highways corent Idea and one way, I suppose, was
ubont as Impracticable as another. und forth so vigorously that the Ger- got us and then we would all be shot.
poration of New York, Governor Ten-e- r
In
None of us ever expected to get a man came out of his room, map
declared that It Is a military nePerhaps they were right.
Put O'Brien, u resilient nf Miiinence, Ili after seeing
Synopsis.
matter
chance to put our Ideas into execution, bund, to settle It. After the
Nevertheless, I was determined that.
service in the American Hying corps mi the .Mexican border In l'JKJ.
cessity for the proper authorities to
satisfacno matter what the others decided to
but it was interesting speculation, and was entirely settled to our
Joins Hie British itnyul Plying corps In t'liiniilii. iiml niter a brief train-(Uprotect the roads. "We must preserve
the roads of the country, and partlcu- ierii.il Is sent to
Is assigned to a siia(lron in active
anyway one can never tell what op- tion, he went back Into his room and do, I was going to make one bid for
freedom, come what might.
service on the front, lie engines in several hot fights with Corniiin
portunities might present themselves. I watched where he put the map.
As we passed through village after
Due suggestion was that we disguise
When, therefore, I leurned that I was
tlyers. from which lie emerges viiinrinus. Plnnlly, in a tight with four
ourselves us women. "O'lirien would on my way to Germany, I realized that vllluge In Belgium und I reniized that
(icrmuti llyers, o'lirien In filint down. He fulls K.IHMI feet and, escaping
stand a better chance disguised as a It was more important thun ever for we were getting nearer and nearer to
death by n miracle, nwtil.es to find himself a prisoner In u German
norse!" declared another, referring to me to get that map, und with the help that dreuded reprisul camp, I con
hospital, with n bullet tcilc in his month. After a few days in the
the fact thut my height (I am six feet ot my friend, we got the Interpreter eluded that my one and only chance of
hospital, he s sent to u prison camp at t'nurtrul.
two incites) would muke me more con- out of his room on some pretext or getting free before we reached It was
spicuous us a woman thun as a man. mother, and while be wus gone I con- through the window! I would hove
Another suggested that we steal a fiscated tlie map from the book In to go through that window while the
CHAPTER V Continued.
lalion would have resulted seriously
It and concealed It In trnLu was going
because If
lor her and I would have been power- German Gothu a type of airplane which he kept
used for
It Is my sock underneath my legging. As I waited until it hud slowed up or
bombing.
One man und I think lie was the less to have assisted her.
these machines which are used for I had anticipated, it luter proved of stopped entirely, it would be u simple
smallest eater in the camp won It oil
Whenever we passed a Belgian
matter for the guards to overtake or
three successive days, hut It was well home or other building which hud bombing London, They are manned the utmost value to me,
I got It none too soon, for half an shoot me.
for him that his luck deserted him on been wrecked by bombs by our airmen by throe men, one sitting in front with
to
I opened the window.
The guard
tlie fourth day, for he probably would our guards made us stop u moment a machine gun, the pilot sitting behind hour luter we were on our wny
five who sat
opposite me so close that
have been handled rather roughly by or two while they passed sneering him and an observer sitting In the rear Ghent. Our party consisted of
officer.
with another machine gun. We fig- British officers and one French
his feet touched mine and the stock
the rest of the crowd, who were grow- remarks among themselves.
ured thut, at a pinch, perhaps, seven At Ghent, where we had to wait for of his gun which he held between his
ing suspicious. But we bundled the
One of the most interesting souve- or
to
take knees occasionally struck my foot
of us could make our escape several hours for another train
drawing ourselves and knew there was nirs I have of my imprisonment at In eight
a
machine. They have two us direct to the prison camp In Ger- made no objection, Imagining no doubt I Pulled
nothing crooked about it, so lie was Coiirtrnl is u photograph of a group motorssingle
Myself Up, Shoved My Feet
of very high horse power, fly many, two other prisoners were added that I found the car too warm or that
of us taken in t lie prison courtyard.
spared.
Through the Window, and Let Go."
very high and muke wonderful speed to our party.
the
the
with
which
smoke,
compartWe were allowed to buy pears, and The
picture was made by one of the But we hud no chance to
In the interval we were locked In a ment was filled, annoyed me.
must have followed my escape, they
put this idea
being small and very hard, they were guards, who sold copies of it to those
to the test.
room at a hotel, a guard sitting at the
As I opened the window, the noise probably didn't stop within half of a
used as the stakes In many a game. of us who were able to
his
pay
I worked out unotlter
plun by which door with a rifle on his knee. It would the train was making as it thundered mile from the spot where I lay.
But the interest in these little games price one mark
apiece.
I thought I might have a chance if I huve done my heart good for the rest along grew louder. It seemed to say :
I came to within a few minutes and Application of Seal Coat In Progress.
was as keen us if the stakes hud been
As we faced the camera I suppose could
ever get Into one of the German of my life If I could have gotten away "You're a fool If you do ; you're a fool when I examined
iles of money instead of two or three we nil tried to look our
myself and found no
but
happiest,
airdromes. I would
fooled that Hun he was so If you don't you're r. fool If you do
bones broken, I didn't stop to worry larly we must save the foundations If
pears. No man was ever the majority of us, I am afraid, were one of the hunenrs. conceal myself In then and
of
cocksure.
one
wait
until
said
I
about my cuts and bruises, but Jumped we are to protect the commerce and
so reckless, however, ill all the betting too sick ut heart to raise a smile.
you're a fool If you don't" and
tin' German machines started out, und
Later we were marched to the train to myself "the noes have it," and up with the Idea of putting as great a industries of the country which are
as to wagvr Ids own rations.
even for this occasion. One of our us he tuxled
along the ground I would thut was to convey us to Germany. It closed down the window again.
distance between me and that track as supplying the needs of our men on the
By the inns? scheming und sacrificHun guards Is shown in tin; picture rush
out, shout ut the top of my voice consisted of some twelve coaches,
As soon as the window was closed, possible before daylight came. Still be- battle fronts as well as the taxes of
ing I ever iliil in tuy life
managed to seated at the table. I um standing and
ut
his
wheels.
of
these
eleven
point excitedly
This,
containing troops going the noise of the train naturally sub ing dazed, I forgot all about the barbed the government and the necessities of
hoard two pieces of bread (grudgingly directly behind him, attired In my HyI hgured, would cuuse the
pilot to stop home on leave, and the twelfth re- sided and Its speed seemed to dimin- wire fence along the right of way and the men, women and children who are
spared ut the time from my daily ra- ing tunic, which they allowed me to and
to
out
see
was
what
get
wrong. served for us. We were placed In a ish, and my plun appeuled to me ran full tilt Into it. Bight there I lost keeping the wheels going at home.
tions), hut ;as preparing for the day wear all the time I was In prison, ns
Iiy that time I would be up to him, und fourth-clas- s
compartment with old,
than ever.
one of my two precious pieces of bread,
when I sfioulil escape if I ever should. is the usual custom with
"The federal government, the manuprisoners of as he stooped over to inspect the ma- hurd, wooden seats, a filthy floor and stronger
It was not a sacrilice easily made war.
I knew the guard In front of me which fell out of my knapsack, but I facturer and the farmer for months
Three of the British ollicers
I
could
knock
him senseless, no lights save a candle placed there didn't understand a word of English, could not stop to look for It then.
have been depending on the highways
ellher, but instead of eating bread I shown In the picture, In the fore- chine,
Jump into the machine and be over the by a guard. There were eight of us and so, In a quiet tone of voice, I conute pears illilil I limilly got one piece ground, are chid In "shorts."
The one thing that was uppermost in for the transportation of enormous
lines
before
the Huns could make up prisoners und four guurds.
of bread ahead; ami when I could
fided to the English oflicer who sut my mind was that for the moment I amounts of materials and supplies by
Through all my subsequent advenAs we sat In the coach we were an next me what I had planned to do.
force myself to slick to the pear diet tures I was able to retain a print of their minds Just what had happened.
The roads fast are
was free, and It was up to me Bow to motor trucks.
was
It
a line dream, but my
of curiosity to the crowd who
down and hundreds of miles
"For God's sake, Put, chuck it!" be make the most of my liberty.
saved the other piece from this interesting picture, ami although
object
wearing
again,
of highways will become useless unthat day's allowance, and in days to when I gaze at it now it only sivves chance was not to come that way.
gathered ut the station.
urged. "Don't be a lunullc! This
There were dozens of other ways
come I had cause to credit myself fully to increase my
Is
less the resurfacing of these roads Is
und
"Hope you have a nice trip !" one of
gralilication at my ulti- which we considered. ' One man would
them shouted sarcastically.
for the foresight.
encouraged so that the foundations
mate escape, it tills me with regret to he for
Traveling at night and hiding
endeavoring to make his way
Whenever a new prisoner came In think that my fellow prisoners were
may be saved. In road construction,
"Drop me a line when you get to
day, subsisting on raw vegeby
Another Berlin, will you?" shouted another In
right through the lines.
und his Geriniin hosts had satlsiied not so fortunate.
the principal cost Is In the foundations.
tables stolen from gardens,
All of them by this
the
safest
would
to
be
thought
plan
The top, or road surface, naturally is
broken English.
themselves as to his life history and lime are undoubtedly eating their
O'Brien crawls through Gerswim some river thut crossed the lines.
see
we
When shull
taken down all the details that is all hearts up in tile prison camps ()f
the first to give way, break and finally
you again?"
many and Luxemburg toward
The Idea of making one's way to asked a third.
he would give them he was Immedigrind up and disappear, leaving the
Belgium. Some of the terrible
Germany. Poor fellows!
a
neutral
Holland,
occurred
country,
foundations exposed.
"Bemember me to your friends, will
ately surrounded by his fellow prison
hardships that he endured and
Oespite the scanty fare and the re to everyone, but the one great obstacle
You'll find plenty where you re
ers, who were eager for any bit of strictions w e were under In this
"Foundations costing hundreds of
the perils that he encountered
prison, In that direction, we ull realized, vvus you?
news or information he could possibly we did
millions of dollars now are In danger
are described in the next
going!" shouted another.
on one occasion to ar- the
niamige
harrier
of
elecbarbed
und
great
The German officers made no effort
of being ruined forever, when they
give them, and us a rule he was glad range u regular banquet. The plantrically charged wire which guards ev- to repress the crowd, In fact, they
to tell us, because. If he had been in
could be saved by proper resurfacing,
ning which was necessary helped to ery foot of the frontier between Belthe hands of the iluiis for any length pass the time.
Joined In the general laughter which
but this should be done at once or else
(TO BK CUNT1NUKD.)
and which Is closely followed every sully.
gium and
of "line, he hud seen very few Knglish
the costly foundations will have to be
At tills time there were eight of us. watched Holland,
the
German sentries.
by
I called to a German officer who was
Olivers.
done all over again. In some states
We decided that Ihe principal thing
TRAIN MIND TO REMEMBER
three-folaffulr. passing our window.
l'lu
and localities there is a disposition to'
millions ,,f 'his prison were we needed to make the affair a suc- It This barrier was a
consisted first of u barbed wire wall
"You're an officer, aren't you?" I
bid enough when n man was in nor- cess was potatoes, and I conceived a
delay work until after the war on the
Will
On
Exercise
of
By the Proper
six feet high. Six feet beyond that asked, respectfully enough.
mally good health, f ut It was hiirhur-f-Mi- s plan to get them. livery other aftertheory that men and materials are
to
Can
Teach
the Brain
t
Regiswall of wire powermore needed in the war work. This Is
"Yes, whut of It?" he rejoined.
to subject a fi 'iiinded soldier to noon they took us for a walk In the was a
ter Photographs.
a mistake which should be corrected.
"Well, In England," I said, "we let
'he hardships aui discomforts of the country, and It occurred to me thut fully charged with electricity. To
touch It meant electrocution. Beyond your officers who ure prisoners ride
Without the highways the business of
place. However, 'Ms was the fate of it would be a comparatively simple
A
who
man
has a wonderful memory the
distance of six feet, was first class. Can't you fix It so that we
that, at
A poor private we I'scovereil there one mutter
country would be crippled. The
for us to pretend to be tired another
says in the American Magazine:
wall of barbed wire six feet 'can be similarly treated, or least be
roads must be preserved both for war
day in terrlliv pi in, suffering from and sit down when we came to the
can
If
arm
to
train
you
your
right
second-class
high.
to
transferred
compartand for the safeguarding of
shrapnel In his sti'Much and back. All lirst potato patch.
deliver a good blow, you can train purposes
Beyond the barrier lay Holland and ment?"
our Industries, upon which our counpf us ollleers asked to have lii.'n sent
II worked out nicely.
When we
to
facts.
There
retain
your
memory
how
but
to
wus
there
a
I
"If had my way," he replied, "you'd
revenues depend. Makeshift surget
to u hospital, but the doctors curtly came to the lirst
potato patch thut liberty,
are just as, many
men try's will crumble
in a few months
facing
refused, saying It was against orders. afternoon, we told our guards thut we problem which none of us could solve ride with the hogs!"
In
as
ore
there
world
the
a
us
nil
ever
of
few
to
have
Then he turned to the crowd and
and will have to be done all over
expected
So the ic-fcreature v.'.mt on suffering wanted to rest a bit and we were
ones.
Both
are
kinds
of
flabblness
due
a
to
chance
huntold them of my request and how he
try.
from 1IV.7 to day and was still there allowed to sit down. In the course
to laziness, the one mental, the other again. If properly surfaced now,
Mine came sooner than I expected. hud answered me, and they all laughed
dreds of millions of dollars will be
when ( left another victim of Gor- of the next live minutes each of us
physical.
saved."
man '.racily.
hilariously.
managed to get a potato or two. BeAbove all, you must remember that
CHAPTER VI.
This got me pretty hot.
At one time In this prNnn camp there ing Irish, I got six.
Is
the
brain
a
machine
photographic
"That would be a d
sight
verc u French marine, a Trench Hying
When we got buck to the prison, I
and you can make It take an enormous BOOST FOR GOOD ROADS IDEA
A Leap for Liberty.
I
better thun riding with the Germans !"
Confiscated the Map.
oflicer. two Belgian soMiers, and of the iiuinaged to steal a handkerchief full
number of photographs.
I don't conI hud been in prison at Courtrul I yelled ufter him, but If he considUnited Kingdom one from ('uiiudii, two of sugar, which, with some apples that
tend that each man muy eventually Highway Magazine Don Jt by Asking
and
from Kiigland, three from Ireland, a we were allowed to purchase, we eus-il- nenrly three weeks when, on the morn- ered thut a good Joke, he didn't pass lasted You the other track is onin your have as good a memory as his neighFour Question Delivery Facilstand every chance
the
side.
ing of September !)th, I and six other It on to the crowd.
KHipic from Scotland, one from Wales,
converted Into a sort of jam.
ities Increased.
bor's, but I am firmly convinced that
ollicers were told that we were to be
months luter when I had the world of knocking your brains out 99
Some
man from South Africa, one from
men out of 100 can have better and
We now had potatoes and jam, but
or
or
a
the
to
rails,
a
hitting
in
transferred
bridge
to
against
of
honor
cump
my
prison
story
telling
King
Algeria, and a New Zealaiider, the no bread. It happened rhut the Hun
more serviceable memories than they
Four questions which every AmeriGeorge, he thought this incident wus a whistling post, and if you escape now have.
latter being from my own squadron, a who had charge
can is requested to put to himself are
of the potatoes was
anbe
will
hit
those
me
by
you
of
tlie
told
best
he
probably
one
ever
One
the
had
of
the
guards
jokes
during
nan whom I thought had been killed, ii great musician, it was not very
Teach your brain to register photo suggested by the Dixie Highway, the
day that we were destined for a re- heard. I don't believe he ever laughed other train on the other treck. You graphs of what
ami he was equally surprised when dillicult to
you want It to retain. good roads publication of the Dixie
prevail upon him to play prisal cump in Strnssburg. They were harder in his life.
one chance In a thousand to
haven't
Be enthusiastic about It. Work at It Highway association.
brought Into the prison to find me us some music, and while he went out
make
it!"
us
to
our
there
our
our
airmen
Before
truln
keep
pulled out,
there. In addition there were a
Do you ever stop to consider that
to get his zither I went Into the bread sending
There was a good deal of logic in every day while you are doing your
from bombing the pluce.
guards hud to present their arms for
and myself from the I'. S. A.
other work. It Isn't very hard. Most every bale of cotton the farmer can
pantry and stole a loaf of bread.
once
I
but
he
I
what
that
He
carthe
und
thut
said,
were
rifles
figured
their
loaded
Knglish
explained
Inspection
It was quite a cosmopolitan group,
men use about 30 per cent of their add to his wagonload makes his
Most of us hud saved some butter ried German officers on hospital
profships in our presence to let us know that was In that reprisul camp I might available energy when they're work- its that much
and as one typical Irishman said. from tlie
and we used It for u similar purpose and he excused they meant business.
before,
one chance in a thougreater?
even
day
never
have
"Sure, and we have every nation that's to
on
Concentrate
are
ing.
what you
And that every pound of merchanfry our potatoes. By bribing one
sand to escape, and the idea of renorth nautioiiiag. including the darn of the
doing. Let It soak into you. Absorb dise which can be added to the truck-loa- d
guards, he bought some eggs for
maining a prisoner of war indefinitely It and
German with tlx whites." Of course us.
conthe
with
absorb
It
makes truck haulage that much
cost 'Si cents apiece, but we
went against my grain. I resolved to viction always Is
'.his was not translated to the Her- were They
It
going to stay ab more reasonable T
determined to make this banquet
tuke my chance now at the risk of sorbed. that
mans, in was it even spoken ill tlielr it stui ess, no matter what It cost.
And that every foot of good road
breaking my neck.
There you have my recipe for a over which these wagons and trucks
Hearing, or we probably would not
The cooking wus done by tlie prison
The car was full of smoke. I looked
Mve hud quite so cosmopolitan a bunch,
rememDetermine to
good memory:
travel increases the nation's delivery
cook, whom, of course, we hud to
across at the guard. He was rather an ber, don't
hiich man in the prison was ready to bribe.
worry, and learn how not to facilities?
old man, going home on leave, and he let
ii'ihold his native country In any argu-your office worries and work go to
And that every Inch of bad road of
When the meal wus ready to serve
seemed to be dreaming of what was in bed with you at
cut that coiiiil possibly be slurted, It consisted of
night and, above all
road makes hauling
scrambled eggs, fried
store for him rather than paying any
und It goes w ithout saying that I never
things, get Into the open and give na- that much more expensive; makes the
bread
and
u pitchei
and
me.
in
to
potatoes,
a
Once
jam.
attention
particular
ture a chance.
took a buck scut in any of hem with
Fresh air and sunof beer which we were allowed to buy.
while I hud smiled at him, and I figured shine have as beneficial an effect on farmer's profit that much less than it
my praise for America, with the ('una-illushould be?
That was the 2!Mh of August. Hud
the
idea
he
of
hadn't
that
slightest
the memory as they do on the other
ami t'ninaiiiun chiming in on my I
known Unit it was to lie the lust
was
mind
all
what
my
through
going
But they were friendly arguaide.
parts of your general makeup.
Width of Earth Roads,
real meal thut I wus to cat for many
the time we had been traveling.
ments; we were all ill the same boat weeks. I might have
It even
The width of the earth road will de
as
enjoyed
to
I
throat
my
cough
though
began
Flowers en Mountain Top.
and that was no place for quarreling. more than I did, but it was
pend on the traffic. As a rule, 25 or
was badly irritated by the smoke and
certainly
It Is known that upon many of the 30
livery other morning, the weather very good.
feet from ditch to ditch Is sufficient
then I opened the window again. This summits of the
mountain
allowing, we were taken to a large
high
ridges
We had cooked enough lor eight, but
time the guard looked up and showed of the Hawaiian Islands, in the re if the road is prpperly crowned. Orwere
to
and
allowed
poo!
swimming
while we were still eating, another
dinarily the only ditches needed are
his disapproval, but did not say any gions of
have a hath. There were two pools, joined us. He was an Knglish officer
heavy rainfall, are open bogs those made with the road
machine,
thing.
a
which
and
interestme for the German ollicers and one wlio had
support
which are wide aad shallow.
" '
just been brought in on n
It was then 4 o'clock in the morn ing flora. Many peculiar
form
more
or
for the men. A 'though we were olli- stretcher. For seven days, lie told us,
species
I- ,,ing and would soon be light. I knew I less hemispherical tussocks which rise
cers. we had to use the pool wcupied he had lain in a shell hole, wounded.
Whin Highways Are Wet
do it right then, or never, as above the
to
had
swimwere
in
men.
we
While
general level of the bog. A
by the
mid be was nlnioKt famished, und we
When the roads are wet and heavy
would be no chance to escape In
there
numerous
with
lobelia
u
rille
showy
large
were mighty glad to share our banming a German guard with
of
the daytime.
d
flowers as much as the farmer can haul but
across his knees sal at each corner of quet with him.
the load to town that he could haul
on a trench coat that I had three and a half inches
I
had
long, peculiar if a first-rat- e
the pool and watched us closely lis j We culled on each uiiiii for a sjieech.
were
road
available.
used as a flying coat and wore my violets and a sundew are found there.
we dressed and undressed.
; ,1(
lle ,iKilt mve thought that we
knapsack, which I had constructed
Interpreters accompanied us on all of were ut a
club meeting. A
Big Cost of Poor Road.
out of a gas bag brought Into Courtral
Mozart Always Composing.
these trips, so at no time could we few days after that our party was
The United State office of public
by a- British prisoner. In this I had
After stating that whfle composing
talk without their knowing what was broken up and some of the men, I suproads estimates the national excess
two pieces of bread, a piece of sauMozart never went to the piano,
pose. I shall never see again.
going on.
remarks : "His imagination bill for hauling because of poor roads
sage and a pair of flying mittens. All
Whenever we wro taken out of tli
One of the souvenirs of my advenof them had to go with me through the distinctly and vividly presented to him at $200,000,000 annually.
prison for any pui'imsc they always ture Is a check given me during this
window.
the whole work he had conceived."
most
crowded
the
us
r.
"banquet" by Lieut. James Henry
through
paraded
Using Convict Labor.
The train was now going at a rate of Mozart, as be told his father, was ale
I
Dickson
of the Tenth Boys Irish
streets evently to give the
Military roads are being built in
miles an ways Immersed in music, went about
between thirty and thirty-fiv- e
were
a fellow prisoner. It was for
an Idea that they
getting
hour, and again It seemed to admonish with It all day, and liked to speculate, Ohio by the aid of convict labor.
lots of prisoners. The German sol- 111 francs and was made payable to
me as it rattled along over the ties. study and reflect From his wife w
diers we passed on these occasions the order of "Mr. Pat O'Brien, 2nd
Clcnlines In Hen House.
"You're a fool If you do you're a fool learn that his mind was always In momade no effort to hide their smiles Lieut." Poor Jim forgot to scratch
Cleanliness is necessary in the poulIf you don't You're a fool If you don't tion, that he was continually
out the "London" and substitute
end sneers.
e
and
try house. This Is an
you're a fool if you do. You're a fool
The Belgian people were apparent- - "Courtral" on the date line, but Its
If you don't."
piece of advice, bat It still needs
very curious to see us, and they value as a souvenir Is just as great.
repeating from time to time. If you
Vibrations Ear Can Detect
I waited no longer. Standing upon
lined to turn out in large numbers When lie gave it to me he had no Idea
the bench as If to put the bag on the
human ear caa detect doubt it Just go into some of the hen
The
ordinary
whenever the word was passed that that I would have an opportunity so
rack and taking hold of the rack with a tone whose vibration rate is at least houses on the farm.
T..A(
we were out. At times the Gorman soon afterward to cash It in person,
my left hand and a strap that hung 25,000 vibrations a second, while the
guards would strike the women and although I am quite sure that whatFlock Commands Admiration.
from the top of the car with my right, whistle will produce 50,000 a second.
children who crowded too close to us. ever financial reverses I may be desA nice flock of pure-bre- d
fowls comI pulled myself up, shoved my feet and This upper limit varies with the ags
One day I smiled and spoke to a tined to meet, my want will never be
of the Individual to such an extent mands admiration.
legs out of the window and let go.
to
me
to
Induce
a
she
when
and
realize
a
in
From
Taken
Officers'
great
the
enough
of
Prison
at
the
replied,
Photograph
pretty girl,
Courtyard
Courtral,
There waa a prayer on my lips as t that if the upper limit at sixteen
German made a run for her. Lnckily on that check.
Which Lieutenant O'Brien Preserved Throughout His Perilous Joumey. went oat, and I expected a bullet be- years of age were 50,000 vibrations, at
Get Top Market Price.
one subject that was
There
she tepied Into the honse before he
O'Brien I Shown Standing Behind the German Guard, Who Sits at the tween my shoulders, but It was all sixty years of ag It weald b aboot
Yon can always get the top saarket
talked
about
aala'u
bl
afraid
whenever;
my
able in the Center of the Group.
prima
mcM her,
over in an instant
second.
25,000
price for pore-brepoultry and
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Outwitting the Hun
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By ELLIS PARKER BUTLER
of 7-1- Vigilante
a
and the other day I made him a
"boat" out In the back yard, with a
Kali that he can raise and lower, and
at the top of the mast I tacked on a
"flag" to flutter In the breeze that
blows continuously here on Long
The "flag," like the sail, Is a
piece of old cunvas. It flaps In the
breeze like any flag, but it does not
mean a thing! I can look out of roy
window and see that "flag" fluttering
and not feel the slightest emotion of
any sort. I made it, I know it Is
nothing but a piece of old canvos,
ripped from a large piece and nulled
there.
Some day but God forfend any
such day thaf "flag" might have a
meaning for me. I might look out of
my window and see it fluttering there
nod know that my boy would never
again look up at It In his play and
the sight of the poor rag might All my
If any neighbor
heart with agony.
then came Into my yard and laid rough
hands on that flag and tore it down
and trampled on It I think I would
kill him. The poor rag would be ea
cred because of the memories that
clung to It.
It Is because It means so much, Is
na- symbol of so much, that our
Hod's flag is so sacred that the man
who deflles It deserves to be shot
dowa la the act.
A flag is a symbol, a sign, as the
cross is a symbol and us the triangle
is a symbol. The mere silk or bunting of the Aug are nothing. A burial
bear-in- g
squad tramps through the woods
the body of a dead comrade, and
In
digs his grave and covers him over
his last bed. On the ground lie two
bits of wood. They are nothing but
bits of wood, to be burned, or to be
left to decay. The dead man's comrades pick them up and bind one
across the other and plant the cross
thus made at the head of the grave.
Now the bits of wood have become a
sacred sign nnd whoever destroys that
cross, or deflles It, or throws it down
Is Indeed a dog. The bunting nnd the
silk of our flag are nothing; not until they are assembled In the Stars and
Stripes of our flag and thrown to the
breeze as the symbol of loyalty and
reverpntrlotism do they demnnd our
I hove a small boy

d

ence.

Why We Honor the Flag.
the flag because of what
it stands for. Those who dishonor
our Aug dishonor all it stands for. In
Is at
days like these, when our nation
war, there might be placed under the
dome of the cnpltol at Washington n
great book of a thousand pages. On
the first page might be inscribed the
American's Creed, proclaiming a belief in national honor, national Justice
and national honesty and a belief in a
free government for this free AmeriTo Washington then
can people.
might be called all the people of the
nation, to sign, one after another,
their names in the great book so that
all America and all the world might
know how each man and woman and
child stood, until all our millions were
enrolled. There is no need of this.
The American's Creed is written In
the Stars and Stripes of our flog. Our
flog stands for all that could be written in the great book at Washington.
It stands for htmor. Justice, national
honesty and a free government, and
when the time of stress comes, as at
present, the flag is at hand, ready to
be raised In twenty million homes, a
proclamation of loyalty as valid as a
signed and sealed book. Our flag Is
not a gaily colored decoration to
brighten our towns and villages; It Is
a creed an "I believe" to tell our
neighbors, our nation, and the whole
world how we stand.
It is remarkable to what an extent
naflags, even the simplest, tell the
tional stories. I chanced upon the flog
of the little grand duchy of Luxemburg a few days ago for the first time.
I had long been familiar with the
which Is a
Luxemburg
standing Hon on a barred shield, surmounted by the ducal coronet, and I
had Imagined the flag of Luxemburg
would be something like that. It Is
three straight bars, or stripes, of red,
white and blue. These are the colors
of France, but they are arranged on
the flag of Luxemburg as are the red,
white and black of Germany, and not
perpendicularly as In the French Aag.
The Aag tells Its own story. The people of Luxemburg speak German;
their sympathies are entirely French.
In something of the same way the
flag of Great Britain tells Its story,
with the St. George's cross of England, St. Andrew's cross of Scotland
and St. Patrick's cross of Ireland combined. The true story of Prussionlsm
and Its brutal aggressions Is told by
the German flags. The German empire, so much boasted. Is shown by
its flag to be but a footstool on which
the king of Prussia wipes his feet, for
In Its center is the black eagle of
Prussia, crowtfed, and the black cross
nf Prussia is smeared all over It The
German emperor Is- - Prussia and nothing but Prussia a military autocracy
holding Bavaria, Wurttemburg, Saxony and all the other states In pawn,
would like to
just na the
hold New Tork, California and all of
America, and as he now holds helpless Luxemburg and brave Belgium.
The black in all the German flags is
the black of Prussia, and black is the
color that- - was chosen by- the pirates
and cutthroats.
Every one knows the story of our
own flag, with the thirteen stripes that
signify the thirteen original states
or our union, huu iue mn, une tor
each state In the Union today. Wheth- er Betsy Ross or another first sewed
together the stripe, nd stitched the
origina' thirteen stars in place on
their blue field matters little, for flags
.re not made In that wa, Our flag
was. made when the wise fathers of
oar nation decreed that this should be
union of sovereign state, and that j
no kingly crown or Imperial eagle
should appear on our banner. The I
We honor
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(By Rev. P. B. FITZWATER, ' D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible in the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1018, by Western
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LESSON FOR AUGUST 25.

(May be used with missionary applications.)
Acta taLESSON TEXTS Luke lz:8-1ll.
GOLDEN TEXT Whosover shall confess me before men, him shall the son of
man also confess before the angels of
God. Luke 12:8.
DEVOTIONAL BEADING James Ill-I- s.
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
Mark 6:19-2John 1:40-4I Peter 3:15.

12-3-

1:1-11-

five-fol- d

'

Acts

forth

Under the bright and glorious sky, and
looks
On duties well performed
and days
well spent.
Longfellow.

ear

Of earth, so hurt by one continuous

t

strain

human
pain.

discontent

SALAD

145:

and

grief

and

The summer time is the season for
variety of shIiuIs, jet any season
nnd time oml any occasion to any class or condition of men, a salad is
c:i appropriate dish.
r
A
may be
used In a salad without
any question as to Its
second oppear-n c e.
All kinds of
looked vegetables with on appropriate
salad dressing make most satisfying
lalad.
Olive Salad. Line a salad bowl
ith a crisp head of lettuce, cut one
wiled beet and one bulled potato into
lice, chop one small cucumber and two
eggs very fine ; stone and
Pound to a
:hop 24 queen olives.
joste two nnohovles, or use n
of anchovy paste; dust all
with a tenspoonful of suit, n few
lashes of paprika and a saltsponnful
Jf white pepper; sprinkle lightly with
four tableKpoonfuls of orange Juice,
:hon pour over a French dressing and
serve at once. To make the French
iresslng. use four tablespoonfuls of
ill to one of strong vinegar, n Utile
onion Juice, If lilted, and snlt nnd
pepper to taste. The addition of
l pinch of mustard und a teuspoonful
jf powered sugar Improves the flavor
Tor some palates.
Cauliflower Salad. Soak In cold salt
(voter a Arm head of cauliflower for
a half hour, to remove any Insects;
put to boll whole and when tender set
aside to cool. Put In a snlod bowl
and garnish with four pimentos cut In
dice, with ten stuffed olives finely
Serve very cold with French
chopped.
dressing.
Combination Salad. Make a French
dressing and serve with a cupful each
Df celery, cucumber, tomato,
apple and
a few spoonfuls each of green peppers,
radish and young onion, all sliced thin.
Serve on a bed of watercress or
ihredded lettuce.
Tomato Salad. Scald, peel and
chill six firm, ripe tomatoes, cut In
halves. To one cupful of whipped
cream add two tablespoonfuls each of
lemon Juice and prepared horseradish,
also seasoning of salt, paprika and
mustard, Place tomatoes on- lettuce
leaves, heap the dressing on each
lightly, sprinkle with chopped pimento
and serve.
I
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The secret of thrift is knowledge;
knowledge of domestic economy saves
Income; knowledge of sanitary laws
saves health and life.
CORNMEAL

SOME WHEAT SUBSTITUTES.

The cooking of cereals a long time
Different kinds
need longer or shorter
periods of cooking. Cornmeal, one cupful, takes
four cupfuls of bulling
water cooked over the
direct heut five to ten
then
slowly
minutes,
either in a double boiler
or Areless cooker; three
hours in former, over night in a Areless cooker. Oatmeal, one cupful, takes
four cupfuls of water the same length
of cooking over heut and six hours
double boiler cooking. Rolled onts
takes two und a half cupfuls of water
the same time over heat and three
hours double boiler cooking or Areless
cooking. Rice takes three
to five cupfuls of water to a cupful of
rice and the same cooking as outs. If
s
the cereal Is to be cooked In flie
where there Is no evaporation,
to n half cupful less of
wnter should be used.
Cream of Oats Soup. Take one cupful of cooked diced potato, u medium-sizeonion, minced, browned in two
tablespoonfuls of fat. Add one cupful of cooked rolled outs and sufficient boiling water to cover. Simmer
until the vegetables are tender; then
udd two cupfuls of hot milk, three
of salt, pepper, celery, salt
and parsley.
Cereal Loaf. Tuke two cupfuls of
hominy grits, n half cupful of chopped
ineut, two tohlespoonfuls of minced
onion, two tublespoonfuls of minced
celery, salt, papriku and soup stock
to sliape the mixture into smull cukes.
Brown in a small amount of hot fat.
Serve with tomato or horseradish
sauce.
Barley and Meat Casserole. Take a
cupful of Anely chopped meat, two
cupfuls of cooked barley, one nnd a
half cupfuls of canned tomutoes, two
tablespoonfuls of minced pimento, two
tablespoonfuls of minced onion and
suit and pepper to taste. Combine the
Ingredients and place them In a
dish. Cover ond bake thirty
minutes In a moderate
to forty-Avoven. Hominy grits may be substituted for barley.
Is inns. Important.

SUGGESTIONS.

4:18-2-

I.
Importance of Confessing Christ
(Luke 12:8-12To confess Christ Is not easy ; It has
never been easy. To do so means exposure to ridicule, contempt and persecution. Regardless of Its Issue, the
true disciple will confess his Lord.
1. Christ will confess before the angels of God those who confess him
before men (v. 8). The true disciple
will not be ashamed to let all men
know that he knows, loves, and serves
Christ.
2. Christ will deny before the angels of God those who deny him before men (v. 9). To deny Christ before
men may get one a little of humnn applause, but will surely bring one to
loss of heaven and to the sufferings of
hell forever.
3. A pernicious testimony Is unpardonable (v. 10). This testimony Is
the expression of a heart utterly perverse, attributing the mighty works of
the Holy Spirit as wrought by Christ
Mark 3:20).
to the devil (Jfutt.
The unpardonable sin will only be committed by one whose heart is Incurably
bad, one whose moral nature Is so vile
that he falls to discern between God
und the devil a reprobate.
4. Divine aid given In testimony
(vr. 11, 12). In the most trying hour
the Holy Spirit will teach the disciples
whnt to say. and how to say It.
It. Qualifications for Confessing
Christ (Acts
Christ remained with the disciples
forty days after his resurrection to
prepare them for the Important business of witnessing for him. He had a
object:
1. To convince the disciples of the
absolute certainty of his resurrection
(vv. 2, 3). Before the disciples could
undertake the great work for which
they hod been preparing, the question
of Christ's resurrection must be settled beyond a doubt. No one can preach
the gospel who does not have certainty
of conviction touching the resurrection.
the disciples In
2. To Instruct
things pertaining to the kingdom of
God (vv. 3, 6, 7). Their unwillingness
to hear Christ's Instruction (John 18:
12, 13) before his passion shut out
much valuable Information, so the Lord
tarries to supply this need. They had
a wrong Idea as to the kingdom being
restored, not as to fact, but as to time.
Christ had again nnd again predicted
a coming' kingdom In harmony with
the united testimony of the prophets
of Israel. They understood him aright
as to the fact of the kingdom, but tho
time of Its manifestation they failed to
grasp. The disciples should be de-- !
fended against the reproach for having
a mnterlollstlc conception. The kingdom Is still to come; the time of Its
coming Is known only to God.
8. To show the disciples that their
business was to witness for Christ to
the uttermost parts of the earth (vv.
4, 6, 8.) This witnessing was to be done
In the power of the spirit, the result of
which would be the formation of a
new body, the church, called out from
the world in the time of the postpone'
ment of the kingdom.
4. To show the disciples the scope
of their missionary activity (v. 8). This
Is shown to be as wide as the world Itself. They were to begin at home and
carry the good news concerning Christ
to the uttermost parts of the earth.
Mission work begins at home and ends
with the bounds of the earth.
5. To show the disciples that Christ
will henceforth operate from heaven.
They were to work on the earth, but
the source of their power was In heaven. Though he Is separated from the
disciples It will not be forever, for he
will come again. He will come again
our mediator. The
as the
words of the men In white apparel
have a double slgnlAconce.
(1) To show that Jesus will come
again.
(2) To show that In the meantime
they should set to work In the discharge of their commission, nnd not be
gazing up Into heaven. The Lord's In
struction to the disciples was, "Occupy
till I come" (Luke 19:13). Those who
have an Intelligent hope touching the
coming of Christ are not
but are deadly in earnest witnessing
for Christ.
).
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Psalms

Oh, what glory doth this world put on
For him who with a fervent heart goes

the world Is sad
enough
Without your woes.
No path is wholly rough.
Look for places that are smooth and
clear
And speak to these to rest the weary

Talk happiness,

CONFESSING CHRIST.

Must Be Made Again.
I say we are making it, because you
and I, I hope, are doing all we can to
help our army and our navy win the
autocflght against the blood-reekin- g

racy that wishes to unmake half the
flags of the world and put the nioderr.
flag of piracy In their pluces. For
this Is true: Each flag that is a real
flag must be mude again and again
with the passing yeurs. It is true our
Aug has been made and perpetuated.
In times of peace It has been a flag
of peace and a truer symbol of peace
than the white Aag of submission. It
has also been a war banner us glorious as any that ever flouted ubove the
heads of armed men. Again and aguln,
when brave men fought for what they
believed to be right and Justice, our
Aag has been torn by shot and shell
It has
and drenched with blood.
gone forth at the head of armies, silken and fringed with gold, to come
back torn and tattered but a more
splendid ensign of liberty than It had
ever been before. It has left our ports
Aoatlng from proud ships and hns
sunk benenth the waves when the battered ships went down and was a
greater Aag then than It had been.
Like the phoenix It has arisen from
every fire of trial In renewed glory.
And on each Flug day, It will float
from the staffs of a million American
homes, perhaps from ten million or
twenty million, but Its greatest glory
the greatest glory of its HO yeurs is
that it will float in the breezes of
France and Flanders beside the flags
of Belgium, France und Great Britain,
and on the seven sens of the world, in
the world's greatest combat aguinst autocratic brutality. No longer the flag
of n group of colonies, Old Glory has
become the banner of a
the emblem of the mightiest free people that ever existed.
Old Glory's New Birth.
Never were the stripes of our flag
brighter or the stars more brilliant on
their field of blue than they are today.
In field, In mine, In factory, In home, in
garden. In camp, on ship, In trench and
In battle line the men and Women and
the children of our vast free empire
are united In one great cause, and the
free flag of a free people floats over
them, unstained and unspotted.
From generation to generation, since
Old Glory was born, flags have died,
but Old Glory has had new bjrth. The
white flag of royal France and the
standard of Napoleon have given wny
to the tricolor, but Old Glory still
waves. From generation to generation
In our
our flag Is born anew,
hearts, ever better loved and more sacred In our eyes, because it is the flag
for which our heroes have died and because it is the symbol of the only government thut can endure a government of the people, by the people and
for the people. It is the flag of no king
or czar or emperor, but your flug and
my Aag and the Aug of the brave boy
who has gone with a song on his lips
to die that we may remain free. Earth
has no greater glory today thnn Old
Glory. For a century and a half It has
Aoated above our soil, a sign that we
are free. Today It Aoats on alien
breezes. In foreign lands, not for conquest' but as an earnest that all nations that desire freedom shall henceforth be free.

School Children Claim Attention

IHPIOVED WlirOSM IRTEINATIONAfc

deliberations and deep wisdom
he founders of the mil Ion mude
possible a Hug of thirteen stripes when
lliey decreed tluit euvb stute should
continue Its individual existence under the national government, and Id
blue
effect decreed the
field when they said tliut new stutes,
us they became worthy, might enter
the Union.
Even then our flag was not
flag.
It had to win a place for itself and
a right to existence. It' was as if the
stripes were not yet welded together
or the stars riveted In their places.
Through the long yeurs of the Revolutionary war the American lighting
men gave their lives and shed their
red blood that the Aug might become
a permanency. Each dying soldier by
his death gave life to the flag. It was
born of their blood.
There was no "separate pence" made
by Massachusetts or New York or Virginia, to tear one of the thirteen
stripes from the flag or to rip one of
the thirteen stars from the blue field.
Year after year, cold, hungry, bull
clothed, beuten ubout and buffeted,
retreating and advancing, the Revolutionary heroes who hud at first fought
under a dozen different flags', fought
under the Slurs and Stripes, making
it a flog. When the struggle ended
at Yorktown the Aug was already sacred, mude so by the blood of those
who died for the freedom of their
fellow countrymen. Our flag wus not
made by those who worked with
needle and thread but by those who
died for high Ideuls.
The blackest
traitor thut ever betrayed our country
might sew silk or bunting together;
our flag was made by Washington and
i,s men, Jackson and his men, Lin-th- e
00in nnij ,S meni
riie great irinds
and great hearts and brave men and
women of the past made our flag a
reul Aug. They made the flag for us;
today we are making it for those who
will come after us.
long
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DISHES.

The cornmeal mode by the old milling process. In which the germ was left
In, will not keep
as well as the flne
c o r n m eal.
The
home grinding of

cornmeal saves the
and other
germ
nutrients that are
destroyed or lost
by the new proc
ess. When possible to buy this product In small quantities, or, still better,
grind It at home In a small mill, It will
be found very superior In flavor. More
liquid and more fat should be used in
the fine cornmeal made by the new
milling process than with the coarser
ground meal.
For cornmeal mush, take one cupful
of cornmeal, a teaspoonful of snlt ond
add three and 8 half to Ave cupfuls
of boiling water or scalded milk. Mix
the meal with enough cold water to
pour, then add to the boiliug, suited
water, stir constantly until smooth.
Cook for four hours in a double boiler
or In a Areless cooker over night. If
cooked over the direct heat less time
will be needed tor cooking ; but It will
need to be carefully watched.
Poured Into a small breudpan, well
greased, the mush will mold to be
sliced for breakfast and fried in a
little hot fat. Serve with sirup or bits
of bacon.
Cornmeal and Oat Cookies. Take
one cupful each of cornmeal, rolled
oats, molasses, buckwheat Aour, a
of salt a cupful of sour milk,
a half cupful of fat, a halfrteaspoonful
of nutmeg
of soda, a
of ginger.
and
Heat the cornmeal, the molasses, salt
and milk with the rolled oats, stirring
HOLD THE LINE FOR LIBERTY
constantly until it becomes a thick
An Ancient Exemption Formula.
It from the Are, add
Jesus shows how often ritualism ac- paste. Remove
flour and spices. Roll thin
By LAURA E. RICHARDS
soda,
fat,
of
the
defeats
religion.
purposes
tually
In a moderate oven.
of the Vigilantes.
He uses an example thnt was familiar and bake
Hold the Una for Liberty!
Heat two and
Indian
Pudding.
man
a
If
hearers.
to his
pronounced
Shoulder now to shoulder.
add six tableof
milk,
cupfuls
"conmeans
meet
onward
which
the
rush.
to
Stand
the word "corban,"
of cornmeal, mixed with one
mass on mass;
Gray-cla- d
spoonfuls
was
free
he
over
anything,
secrated,"
Closer yet; firmer yet; blither yet si. J
cupful of cold water or milk. Add a
from the obligation to use It for ordibolder;
of molasses, a
his
Hold the line for Liberty!
nary purposes, even if he changed
each of salt, ginger and cinThey shall not pass!
mind about giving it to God I So If
of chopnamon. Stir In a
an ungrateful son said "corban" over
Hand upon the Lion's mane,
ped suet which has been lightly sifted
his wages, he was exempted from help- with
England ever glorious;
of raisins
corn flour, a
Where he crouches for the sprint;.
ing to support his mother, even and bake, stirring often for the first
Grip and hold him fast!
to
not
the
did
he
money
give
though
vicon
Serve hot with hard sauce.
France, France, sister, pressing
the temple! Of course, orlglnnlly the
torious.
once
an
Here's Columbia ranging up
meant
that
offering,
practice
Beaide thee at last!
rowed, was sacred and exempt from
Bennett's Premonition.
conflicting claims. Christian Herald.
no end of merry anecdotes
Italy, Italy.
There's
lu.i... n'ar tha mountain
of the whimsicalities of the late James
sjwlft foot and high heart,
With
Christ
Living
Gordon Bennett editor of the New
Hither to the line!
Where there Is the life of Christ lork Herald. Once he directed that a
Lo! our prayers, to! our tears,
his
where
and
himself,
Christ
there Is
be sent every night to a men"gZ,1
life Is not, Christ Is not, and where a reporter
with Instructions to watch the
agerie,
For thee and for thine!
with
he
man hath his life,
may say
man who pot his head between the
St Paul: "I live, yet not I, but Christ lion's Jaws until the lion bit It oft. The
.w.
noblest
the
this
is
And
In
me."
liveth
reporter covered his assignment for
stand to meet the rushing wave,
and best life, for In him who hath It more than 100 performances without
maas on mass.
army-cla- d
all
goodwith
God himself dwelleth
anything to report Flnallr he
ness. So how could there be a better having
took a night off. That night tho lion
Hod th Hne for Liberty!
life? Theologla Oermanlca (14th
took, a bltav Boston Globe.
They shall not paae
God-ma-
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well-greas-
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half-cupf-

half-cupf-

half-hou- r.

'SnVrand

O.wor.d!
1

home-mad-
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Learn to aike the most of life,
Lose no happy day;
Time will never bring thee back,
Chances swept away.
Longfellow.

us In a model showing o plaited,
blouse of omethyst-colorelinen to which a plaited blue serge
skirt Is buttoned. A brood belt of
patent leather slips through crocheted
loops of amethyst silk floss that hang
front the blouse. They are fastened to
It with a few fancy stitches, an Inch
or so nbove the buttons so that the
belt covers the Joining of skirt and
blouse.
Heavy linen In natural color makes
collurs and cuffs and sometimes ves-tee
on serge
frocks. Needle
work in yarn or silk floss is more used
for decoration than anything else.
Usually one or two colors In contrast
to the frock are used and the designs
must be simple. The little frock pictured for the girl of six years Is a good
model for any sort of material wool,
linen, heavy cotton or plain wash silk.
Wool and linen are most worth while,
for the stltchery that must be put in
by hand.
Collars and cuffs or vestees In heavy
natural linen are beautiful In combination with blue, brown or green woolens. They are made so that they can
be taken out and washed; hence two
sets ore necessary to each dress.
long-wnlst-

d

one-piec-

For Fall Motoring

GOOD THINGS FOR THE TABLE.

Prunes thnt have been soaked over
night, then simmered until tender,
make a most appetizing
dish. Remove the pits
nnd All with nicely seasoned cottuge cheese.
They may be served ns
a salad on lettuce with
a mayonnaise dressing.
Spanish Sauce. This
sauce is good served
with boiled tongue, sweetbreads or
various meats. Put Into a saucepan
two tablespoonfuls of butter, one of
.olive oil, a few dashes of salt, one
onion, a clove of garlic, half a green
pepper, chopped, nnd brown all toadd a
gether. When
pint of tomatoes that huve been
strained. Season with paprika, salt,
a few drops of tabasco and a teaspoonServe
ful of Worcestershire sauce.
hot over the heated tongue.
Wartime Pastry. Grease a pie tin
well, then sprinkle thickly wftb cornmeal, dusting It well up to the sides.
Then All with any desired mixture
pumpkin, custard lemon or cream Ailing; buke as usual. The pie will cut
und serve as well as If- the regular
pastry had been used and It tustes
good, too,
Cold boiled rice may be used In the
same way In place of pastry or corn-

meal, muking a most appetizing pie.
Barley Sponge Cake. Take one nnd
n bnlf cupfuls of bnrley flour, four
eggs, one tablespoonful of lemon Juice,
one and a half cupfuls of corn sirup,
of a tenspoonful of salt
nnd two teaspoonfuls of baking pow
der. Separate the yolks and whites
of the eggs, beating each well, stir In
the sirup nud flour sifted with the
moderate
dry Ingredients. Bake In
oven.
Barley flour does not keep as well
ns wheat flour, se It should be bought
In small quantities. Pastry la better
used the same day, when prepared with
barley flour. Less shortening Is needed when using barley, otherwise It Is
used Just as one does wheat flour.
h

one-ha- lf

half-cupf-

It Is the children of school age, and
the young folks going away to school
that claim attention In August. Early
in September they begin another year's
work and must be outfltted with
clothes for the flrst quarter of the
school year, at least, nnd often for
half of it.
The early display of clothing Is a
great help to those mothers who undertake to have their children's clothes
made at home. It is probably quite us
economical to buy little cotton dresses
ready-mud- e
ns to make them at home ;
but in
garments Individual
taste can be brought Into play and
more handwork and "stltchery" used
than can be had in moderately priced
frocks bought ready made.
Besides, remodeling Is an item In
wartime economy that every mother
should consider. All woolen frocks that
are either remodeled for the children
or handed on to some one who can
wear them save the consumption of
energy, and this Is a patriotic service
that is worth while.
Blue serge the never falling is
featured In the new displays. Sometimes it Is combined with heavy linen

Honor the Girl Who Works.
Working girl Is a term that Is broadening out Not only does It Include an
Increasing number, but It Is becoming
a title of respect As "a lady of leisure" is fast turning Into a term of reproach, so to be "a working girl" Is bed
coming the Ideal of most
girls.
high-minde-

Beer Ancient Drink.
Beer Is believed to be one of the
most ancient of drinks. Manuscripts
written at least 3,000 years before the
Christian era show conclusively that
even at that primitive period the manufacture of an intoxicating liquor from
barley or other grain was axtenaively
carried on In Europe.
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To shade the eyes or not to shade
the eyes, that Is the question to be
dwlded when the quest is for auto
bonnets for fall motoring. There are
several requisites that the successful
bonnet or hnt or cap must fill. First
of all it must stay on ; no matter what
winds may blow or how much the driver mannges to exceed the speed hlmlt.
To wobble about or come off Is the unforgivable sin In a piece of motor
Besides this indispensable feature and equully Important the bonnet must measure up to Its wearer's
Ideas of becomingness.
Comfort In all our apparel Is an attribute that (It almost goes without
saying) Is required of It today. Nearly all the hats and bonnets for motoring have small brims, or visors at
the front for shading the eyes, but
there are some turbans and caps that
are brimless.
They are in the minority ; so it Is evident that If the question of shading the eyes or not were
put to the popular vote the eyes
would have It
Nevertheless, the
"Blue Devil" tam Is so dear to the
heart of young Americans that It enters the ranks of fall hats for motor-weaIt sticks to the head as securely as a French soldier to a Sammy, and
withstands shocks of wind and weather without betraying their punishment
head-wea-

r.

I

It is for youthful wearers and shading
the eyes is not a matter of concern
with it. There are veils and goggles
for that if shading is needed. This
tam. mude of silk, appears at the left
of the two pictures.
At the richt there is a corduroy bonnet clearly of Dutch bonnet inspiration. It has a becoming drooping brim
all about the face, but a brief brimless
space across the back. Here Is a bit
of strategy which is successful In keeping the bonnet on the head. A short,
strong elastic band is set into the base
of the crown at this point and its tension makes the bonnet hug the head.
The crown Is flexible and the bonnet
has a soft lining of silk. Everyone
knows the enduring quality of corduroy and this model will surely comA small
mend Itself to motorists.
chiffon veil, gathered over an elastk
cord with snap fasteners at the end, la
easy to adjust on it and easy to take

off.

Organdie for Bridesmaids.
Never were bridesmaids more charmingly f rocked than In the exquisite
organdie dresses introduced this season.

yellow ribbon run through them. A
Bag Is Useful.
convenient feature of this bag Is that
and ornamental catch-al- l
when spread open It will "set" wherbag placed on the end of the sewing ever
Cateh-AI-

I

A useful

machine to hold ravellngs, clippings,
etc, will save the time It takes to clean
up sewing litter. When not In use It
mar be neatly folded and put away
with the machine. One seen lately was
made of a pretty yellow and green
chlnts with heart shaped ends of cardOptimistic Thought.
board, covered Inside and onto, to
No gain Is so certain as that which which was gathered a
h
straight
is saved from the economical see of
of the same material. Rings
strip
what we bar.
fastened to either side and a
ten-Inc-

placed, remaining open for contributions.

Neckwear.
Some of the smart midsummer neckwear is of organdie, with tiny pipings
and plaltings and flutlngs of checks
and plaids. In all the colors of the modern dye pot rainbow. The colors are
sometimes In organdie or other eottoa
fabric, sometimes In silk.
Plaid-Edge-

d
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